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This dissertation concentrates on issues of risk management for corporations

with a focus on energy quantity and price exposure hedging.

In commodity markets in general, and energy markets in particular, the

model corporation produces and/or consumes in future time arandom quantity of

a commodity. Using combinations of several types of contracts, the firm seeks to

reduce its downside risk while maximizing profits.

Different type and combinations of contracts are considered. Since the fo-

cus is on the energy markets I consider hedging both with suchpopular and liquid

contracts as options and forwards as well as with new types ofcontracts that are

just starting to be used in energy risk management. The properties of options and

forwards are well studied in finance. However in the case of corporate risk manage-

ment the trade-offs caused by the non-linear nature of options are not very well un-

derstood. Another difference from financial markets is thatthe market price of risk,
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an important parameter when considering trade-offs between maximizing profits

and reducing risk, can be positive as well as negative. The sign of the market price

of risk significantly influences the qualitative nature of optimal hedges. To address

this concern the dissertation contains an empirical analysis designed to estimate the

sign of the market price of risk for energy.

Although such standard financial instruments as forwards and options are

used with great success in energy markets, they cannot address a very important

property of electricity price behavior – very sharp spikes.Since one of the major

reasons for spikes is inelasticity of demand, interruptible contracts, which effec-

tively increase demand response, are gaining popularity among energy retailers.

In the dissertation I analyze optimal static as well as dynamic hedging using

forwards, options, and interruptible contracts in varioussettings (i.e., reduced and

structural price models). The analysis leads to several nonlinear problems which

I address using both analytical and numerical methods. The static hedging prob-

lems result in the standard stochastic programming problemwhich, in some simple

cases, can be solved analytically, and otherwise is solved numerically using well

established stochastic programming methods.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Risk management is a set of activities for assessing a corporation’s exposure to

various sources of risk, and hedging them using financial instruments, insurance, or

other types of contracts.

To date, the literature on hedging has addressed several issues. To begin,

financial economics has been much concerned withwhy firms hedge even when

hedging activities are costly.1 In the current work I assume the corporation has

made an affirmative decision to manage its risk, without requiring me to specify the

firm’s motivationfor doing so.

Second, the issue of the hedge implementation has been picked up by finan-

cial engineering, which deals with the mechanics of using financial contracts (i.e.,

derivatives) to implement the hedge.2 To hedge different sources of risk appropriate

contracts are designed. The firm’s operating risks may include exposures to interest

1The reasons frequently cited include: Decreasing a firm’s expected tax payments; Reducing the
costs of financial distress; Allowing firms to better plan fortheir future capital needs and reduce their
need to gain access to outside capital markets; Improving the design of management compensation
contracts and allowing firms to evaluate their top executives more accurately; and Improving the
quality of the decisions made. SeeGrinblatt and Titman(2001), as well asSmith and Stulz(1985)
andFroot, Scharfstein, and Stein(1993).

2The literature on financial derivatives is quite extensive (e.g., seeHull (1999); Wilmott, Howi-
son, and Dewynne(1995))
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rate risk, currency risk, inflation risk, commodity price risk, etc. Consequently dif-

ferent contracts are traded on financial markets that address these risks. In this work

I assume that the corporation consumes and/or produces a commodity (for exam-

ple electrical power) and is exposed to quantity and price risks. Although financial

markets employ many types of options (plain, digital, barrier) in energy markets

mostly plain at the money (ATM) options have gained popularity. In this context,

an important distinction has been made with respect to the use of futures/forwards

vs. options: Whereas forwards are costless-to-enter, theyeliminate both downside

risk as well as upside potential. In contrast, options are costly, but they preserve

upside potential while eliminating downside risk.

The inability of standard contracts to capture complex structural character-

istics of energy deals and assets, and effectively manage relevant price risks has led

to increased use of complex energy contracts.3 One of the very important proper-

ties that cannot be addressed by standard contracts is very sharp spikes in electricity

price process. Since one of the major reasons for spikes is inelasticity of demand,

interruptible contracts, which effectively increase demand response, are gaining

popularity among energy retailers.

In this work I investigate hedging based on forwards and plain ATM options

or interruptible contracts. The remainder of the dissertation is structured as follows:

In Chapter 2 I consider a problem of hedging based only on standard liquid deriva-

tives — forwards and options. Chapter 3 contains empirical study of market price

of risk in energy markets. In Chapter 4 the properties of interruptible contracts and

their usage in combination with forwards for risk management of a power retailer

are studied.

3For a description of contracts that are used in energy markets seeEydeland and Wolyniec
(2003).
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Chapter 2

Managing Long and Short

Price-and-Quantity Exposure at the

Corporate Level

2.1 Introduction

Consider two examples of distinct classes of corporations,both of which face price

and quantity uncertainty over their planning horizon:

1. A commercial airline company, naturally short jet fuel

2. A power utility, or an oil exploration company, long electricity or oil prices,

respectively

While the above two examples were chosen from the energy industry, they

share a key question facing companies within and without theenergy industry: In

the face of multi-period, possibly multi-commodity, priceand quantity uncertainty,

what are the optimal hedges to use to protect the firm from undesirable downside

risk in earnings/cash-flow variability? While companies are naturally interested in
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minimizing downside risk, how can they also take the notion of upside capture into

account?

To date, the literature on hedging has addressed several issues. To begin,

financial economics has been much concerned withwhy firms hedge even when

hedging activities are costly.1 In the current work we assume the corporation has

made an affirmative decision to manage its risk, without requiring us to specify the

firm’s motivationfor doing so.

Second, the issue of the hedge implementation has been picked up by fi-

nancial engineering, which deals with the mechanics of using financial contracts

(i.e., derivatives) to implement the hedge. In this context, an important distinction

has been made with respect to the use of futures vs. options: Whereas futures are

costless-to-enter, they eliminate both downside risk as well as upside potential. In

contrast, options are costly, but they preserve upside potential while eliminating

downside risk.

The third issue addresses the quantitative objective function to be utilized.

Much of the literature here has focused on variance-minimization, or mean-variance

efficiency, but that is a particularly undesirable objective function in the presence of

options’ non-linear payoffs. In fact it was shown byLapan, Moschini, and Hanson

(1991) that under mean-variance efficiency the optimal hedging strategy does not

involve options. In contrast, in this paper we consider objective functions that ex-

plicitly utilize non-linearity to capture the notion of downside risk aversion together

with upside capture.

Finally, the issue of the biasedness/unbiasedness of futures contract is in-

escapable in this context. The analyst, and indeed the decision-maker, must take a

position on whether they believe futures prices are biased or unbiased predictors of

1The reasons frequently cited include: Decreasing a firm’s expected tax payments; Reducing the
costs of financial distress; Allowing firms to better plan fortheir future capital needs and reduce their
need to gain access to outside capital markets; Improving the design of management compensation
contracts and allowing firms to evaluate their top executives more accurately; and Improving the
quality of the decisions made. SeeGrinblatt and Titman(2001), as well asSmith and Stulz(1985),
andFroot et al.(1993).
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expected prices in the real (not the risk-neutral) world: While our model in no way

infringes on the fair-valuation of futures contracts, thatdoes not imply that the risk

premium on the futures contract is necessarily zero.

A large body of literature related to hedging of both quantity and price exists

in relation to risk management in commodity markets (see thereview by Tomek

and Peterson, 2001). The general principle of portfolio theory is well known (see

Huang and Litzenberger, 1988; Artzner, Delbaen, Eber, and Heath, 1999, Ch. 2):

Namely, the decision-maker selects the composition of the firm’s portfolio to maxi-

mize expected utility. The early literature on using futures markets considered sim-

ple portfolios consisting of a commodity inventory and a short position in futures

contracts (e.g.,Johnson, 1960). An optimal hedge was derived assuming that the

quantity to be hedged was given exogenously, that only output price risk was impor-

tant, and hence that the decision was about the optimal size of the futures position.

The objective function maximized gross returns, subject toa risk constraint based

on the variance. The resulting optimal futures position is identical to the position

which minimizes the variance of returns, if the futures price is an unbiased forecast

of the terminal price at the completion of the hedge (or if thehedger is extremely

risk averse). If the problem is specified as a joint decision about the quantity and

the size of the futures position, the optimum still reduces to a ratio of futures to cash

positions which minimizes the variance of returns and is obtained as the ratio of a

covariance of futures and cash prices to a variance of futures prices (Kahl, 1983).

Other models have been developed to consider optimal positions in futures that take

account of price and yield risk jointly (Newbery, 1983). In multi-period settings the

important questions are how to hedge when only limited funding available to sup-

port hedging program or when mark-to-market gives rise to additional risks. These

questions are addressed inEmmer, Klüppelberg, and Korn(2001), Lagcher and

Leobacher(2003), Lien and Li(2003), andFehle and Tsyplakov(2004).

It was a natural extension to consider positions in option contracts as part of

the portfolio. If the model incorporates options markets ina mean-variance frame-

work, and if the options premiums and futures prices are unbiased, then options turn
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out to be redundant hedging instruments; the optimal hedging strategy involves only

futures (Lapan et al., 1991). This result was obtained assuming normally distributed

prices (which allow for negative prices). When the distribution of returns is skewed

to the right option contracts enter optimal portfolios (Vercammen, 1995). Restrict-

ing hedging to options only,Ahn, Boudoukh, Richardson, and Whitelaw(1999)

discuss optimal hedging with Value-at-Risk as an objectivefunction. The hedging

of price and quantity risks with options and futures is considered inBrown and Toft

(2002) andGay, Nam, and Turac(2003). These authors considered the case when

futures prices are unbiased predictors of spot prices, and they arrived at similar re-

sults concerning relevance of correlation between quantity and price and influence

of other parameters on choice between option and futures in hedging.

The previous work on hedging with futures in mean-variance framework ac-

knowledged that optimal policy depends on the market price of risk and the level of

risk tolerance of the corporation. On the other hand the literature on hedging with

options explained the importance of asymmetric objective functions and skewness

of returns distribution, but concentrated on the case of risk minimization (i.e., infi-

nite risk aversion) and/or the case when market price of riskis zero. It was shown

that options can be used for speculative purposes when futures are biased predictors

of spot prices.

The goal of this paper is to extend the discussion of options to investigate

optimal hedging with finite risk aversion and non-zero market price of risk. We

consider this to be the important case, especially for energy markets, in view of

theKolos and Ronn(2004) findings that futures prices can be both positively- and

negatively-biased predictors of spot prices in the naturalgas and electricity markets.

The details of the analysis of MPR in energy market is presented in Part 3. Also

we specifically make a distinction between hedging and speculation. In particular,

the hedging corporation does not take positions to increaseits exposure to risks

associated with commodity: For example, if the corporationis long the commodity

it will never choose to go long futures contracts.

6



We provide an approach to optimal risk management in a framework that

relies on the following key assumptions:

• The corporation seeks to maximize expected earnings while simultaneously

minimizing downside risk

• Its risk aversion is finite

• The market price of risk is not identically equal to zero

• The corporation’s optimal hedge consists of futures and at-the-money (ATM)

options

The strike price of the options could potentially constitute an additional con-

trol variable, as inAhn et al.(1999). However this not only makes analytical treat-

ment impossible but also assumes that options of all strikesare sufficiently liquid.

Since this is unlikely to obtain in practice, we consider hedging with liquid at-the-

money (ATM) options.

The main result of our analysis can be summarized as follows.If hedging is

“costly,” in the sense that the use of futures contracts reduces the expected cash flow

of the corporation, then: As risk aversion increases the company’s optimal hedge

proceeds from no-hedging, to acquiring options, then to replacing options with fu-

tures contracts. When risk aversion is “low,” a preference for higher expected cash

flows induces the firm to avoid hedging. As risk aversion becomes “moderate,”

the use of options permits downside risk protectiontogether withmaintenance of

upside capture. Once risk aversion becomes sufficiently “large,” downside risk min-

imization becomes the increasingly important motive, leading to a transition from

options to futures contracts.

The remainder of this part is structured as follows: Section2 contains the de-

scription of the optimal price-and-quantity hedge model weimplemented. Section

3 presents analytical treatment of the case of a single, constant-quantity commodity.

Section 4 generalizes the results to random quantity case. Section 5 considers two

product case, and Section 6 concludes.
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2.2 Statement of the Problem

2.2.1 The Corporation’s Cash-flows

Consider random cash-flows of a corporation at timeT , subject to priceST and

quantityQT risks, which has decided to hedge its spot physical exposurewith fu-

tures and/or a long position in option contracts. We assume that we can ignore basis

risk, so that futures price converges to the spot price at theterminal dateT :

FT = ST . (2.1)

Although in some commodity markets this assumption might betoo restrictive, it

is applicable in energy markets. Since under specificationsof futures contracts,

energy products are delivered over extended period of time (usually one month)

the spot price in (2.1) is actually an average spot price over the that period. This

averaging makes basis risk very small. The corporation doesnot have access to a

financial instrument perfectly correlated with thequantity uncertaintyvariable. At

each point in timet the corporation has (an unbiased) projectionQt of the quantity

it expects at timeT :

Qt = Et (QT ) .

The corporation then bases its hedging decisions on the futures priceFt and

projected quantityQt. We assume that the evolution of the futures price and quan-

tity can be described by the following stochastic differential equations:

dQt = σQ Qt dzt (2.2)

dFt = µ Ft dt + σF Ft dwt (2.3)

and

dzt dwt = ρ dt,

where
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σQ andσF are the constant instantaneous standard deviation of the

projected quantity and futures price

zt andwt are standardized Wiener processes

ρ is the instantaneous correlation coefficient

µ is a drift coefficient of futures prices, whose presence in (2.3) sig-

nifies that futures prices are potentially biased predictors of spot

prices.

When the corporation is short or long several commodities, the processes (2.2) and

(2.3) are multi-dimensional.

The corporation is said to belong commodity whenQ0 > 0, and short

otherwise. The cash-flows CFT are defined as the realized value ofQT ST together

with the cash-flows obtained from the hedge strategy compounded to timeT .

2.2.2 The Objective Functions

As noted above, mean-variance efficiency is an inappropriate objective function in

the presence of the non-linear option payoffs. There is of course a substantial liter-

ature on utility-based modelling of risk aversion. The possibility of negative cash-

flows precludes the use of utility functions defined only overpositive realizations

of the argument.

Traditionally the negative-exponential utility functionE (− exp {−α CF})
is used in the case when both positive and negative cash flows are possible. How-

ever in the current context there are convergence issues: When the corporation is

short constant quantity of commodity then the expectation of utility of unhedged

cash-flow is equal toE (− exp {−α (−ST )}). This expectation diverges (to−∞)

since contribution of largeST , amplified by positive exponential utility function,

cannot be offset by small weight of the probability density function at thisST . Al-

though no such convergence issues arise in the case when the corporation is long
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constant quantity commodity, the integral for expected utility diverges when quan-

tity is random.

Consequently, we consider several alternative approacheswhereinα denotes

a level of risk aversion and CF the realized cash-flows:

1. Mean-Variance:

UVar ≡ E (CF) − α Var(CF) , (2.4)

2. Mean-Semivariance:

UsVar ≡ E (CF) − α E [E (CF) − CF]2+ , (2.5)

whereE (CF) is the statistical (not risk-neutral) expectations of earnings and

(x)+ = max (x, 0).

3. Mean-Value at Risk:

UVaR ≡ E (CF) − α VaRδ, (2.6)

where (−VaRδ) is defined as cash-flow realization at the lower percentileδ:

Formally, Prob{CF≤ −VaRδ} = δ.

The optimal solution here admits of several interesting properties. First note

that the greater isα the more concerned is the decision-maker with the lower sideof

the cash-flow distribution (or both lower and upper sides in case of Mean-Variance)

— ergo, the more hedging he/she will undertake. Second, notethat the risk aver-

sion parameterα has dimension of $−1 in Mean-Variance and Mean-Semivariance

functions, and is dimensionless inUVaR. Therefore it is meaningless to compare

optimal hedges produced by optimizing different objectivefunctions with the same

numerical value of theα parameter.

However we note that varyingα from 0 (risk-neutrality) to∞ will provide

the full range of cash-flow distribution alternatives. Hedging reduces downside risk
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at a cost of reducing expected cash-flow: Asα increases and downside risk becomes

more important for the corporation, expected cash-flow decreases. This means that

once the optimal hedging problem is solved, it provides a one-to-one relationship

between the risk aversion coefficient and the expected cash-flow, so that the later

can be used to parametrize optimal hedges.

As decision makers choose how to hedge by considering trade-offs between

expected cash-flow and downside risk we depict the optimal hedging solution by

two alternate plots:

1. Upper and lower percentile of the resulting cash-flow distribution versus ex-

pected cash-flow

2. Optimal positions in futures and options versus expectedcash-flow

A decision maker will use the first plot to choose acceptable downside risk

taking into account expected cash-flow; subsequently, he orshe will use this ex-

pected cash-flow on the second plot to deduce the compositionof the hedge that

provides chosen downside risk and expected cash-flow. Also,we can meaningfully

use these plots to compare optimal hedges produced when optimizing different ob-

jective functions.

2.2.3 The Market Price of Risk

Since the objective functions make use of the statistical first and second (semi-

)moments of the earnings distribution, as well as its lower percentile, it is neces-

sary to address the issue of the relationship between the risk-neutral expectations

F0 = E∗ (ST ) — i.e., thatF0 is fairly priced under the risk-neutral measure — and

the result that may not hold under the historical measure, namely thatFt ≶ Et (ST ).

In other words, it is necessary to know the sign and magnitudeof the “market price

of commodity price risk,” which we denoteλ. Therefore the issue of the biased-

ness/unbiasedness of forward contract is inescapable in this context.
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Empirical analysis in the next Chapter shows that the marketprice of risk

in energy markets can have both positive and negative signs.In fact it was found

that the market price of risk changes and even can change signwhen one considers

periods closer to maturity. This is in contrast to the financial markets, where the

market price of risk is positive and does not depend on time tomaturity. Since

properties of optimal hedges depend on the sign of the marketprice of risk, this

empirical analysis shows that in energy markets it is important to consider both

cases — positive as well as negative values ofλ.

2.2.4 Static Hedging Formulation

In a one-period model, a corporation chooses to perform static hedging of its price-

quantity exposure. With the static hedging chosen, the corporation at timet = 0

determines its position in financial contracts (futures andoptions) and then holds

this position until timet = T , which is also the expiration time of the contracts. The

corporation can be long or short several commodities. Shortcommodity positions

are hedged by long futures and call options contracts; long commodities are hedged

by short forward contracts and long put options. When the corporation is long or

short single commodity, its total cash-flows compounded to timeT are:

CFlong = SQ − nF (S − F0) + nO

[

(K − S)+ − P
]

(2.7)

CFshort = −SQ + nF (S − F0) + nO

[

(S − K)+ − C
]

(2.8)

where

nF , nO = Positions in futures and option contracts

F0 = Futures price at timet = 0

S = Spot price at timet = T .

Q = Absolute value of quantity produced (or required, if short)by the

corporation at timet = T
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S andQ = Bivariate lognormally distributed variables having a joint

probability density defined by (2.2)

K = Strike price of the option, which we set at-the-money forward,

K = F0

P andC = Price of put and call options compounded (at the risk free

rate) to timet = T and given by Black’s formula:

P (K) = K N (−d2) − F0 N (−d1)

C (K) = F N (d1) − K N (d2)

whereN (x) is the cumulative Normal distribution function, and

d1 ≡
ln (F0/K) + σ2

F T/2

σF

√
T

d2 ≡ d1 − σF

√
T

Scaled down byK = F0, the values of put and call ATM options

obtained from the Black’s formula are the same and are equal to

P = C = 2N (σ/2) − 1. (2.9)

It is straightforward to extend the above definitions to the cases when the corpora-

tion is long or short multiple commodities.

2.3 Hedging of a Single Commodity in the Absence

of Quantity Risk

When the corporation is long or short a constant quantity of commodity, the prob-

lem described in the previous section is simplified through the following observa-

tions:
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• Without loss of generality we can setT = 1 if we rescale

σF

√
T → σ

µ T → µ

• Without loss of generality we can setF0 = 1 andQ = 1 if we rescale the

variables as

nF → nF

Q

nO → nO

Q

and

α → α

F0Q

for UVar andUsVar, and with no change inα for UVaR

• The problem now contains only a single (one-dimensional) lognormally dis-

tributed random variableS

2.3.1 Expected Cash-Flow

Using these simplifications it is straightforward to take expectations of (2.7) and

(2.8):

E (CFlong) = eµ − nF (eµ − 1) + nO

(

P − P
)

, (2.10)

E (CFshort) = −eµ + nF (eµ − 1) + nO

(

C − C
)

, (2.11)
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whereeµ = S is an expected spot price, andP andC are expected payoffs of

corresponding put and call options:

P ≡ E
(

1 − eµ−σ2

2
+σε
)

+
= N (−d + σ) − eµN (−d) , (2.12)

C ≡ E
(

eµ−σ2

2
+σε − 1

)

+
= eµN (d) − N (d − σ) , (2.13)

where

d ≡ µ

σ
+

σ

2
. (2.14)

Note that hedging decreases expected cash-flows, i.e. it is costly, for the long com-

modity case whenµ > 0 and it can be considered speculating (increases expected

cash-flow) whenµ < 0. On the other hand hedging is costly for the short commod-

ity case whenµ < 0 and speculating whenµ > 0.

When hedging is profitable (µ < 0 in case of long commodity andµ > 0

when the firm is short commodity) there is no trade-off between expected cash-flow

maximization and risk minimization since hedging satisfiesboth objectives. In this

case, it is optimal to hedge all risk exposure using futures contracts, since this also

maximizes expected cash-flow.

In the intermediate caseµ = 0 where futures prices are unbiased predictors

of spot prices, the expectations (2.10) and (2.11) are independent ofnF andnO, so

maximization of the objective functions (2.4)-(2.6) becomes minimization of risk

terms. This result was obtained inGay et al.(2003), who have shown that when

MPR equals zero and “when firms face only price risk, the optimal hedging position

will be comprised strictly of linear instruments (e.g., forwards).”

On the other hand, when hedging negatively effects cash-flow, its reduction

due to futures is larger than due to options. In other words hedging with futures

is more costly in terms of expected cash-flow than hedging with options. Indeed,

effects ofnO andnF on expected cash-flow are defined through their coefficients

in (2.10) and (2.11). The ratio of these coefficients equals to(∂E (CF) /∂nO) /

(∂E (CF) /∂nF ) and can serve as an indicator of which instrument has larger in-
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fluence on expected cash-flow. In the long commodity case the ratio equals to
∣

∣

(

P − P
)

/ (eµ − 1)
∣

∣ and achieves its maximum whenσ =
√

µ.2 Figure2.1shows

that in this case the absolute value of coefficient atnF is always at least twice as

large as the absolute value of coefficient atnO in (2.10).

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
µ

Figure 2.1: Long commodity case|(∂E (CF) /∂nO) / (∂E (CF) /∂nF )|σ=
√

µ vs.
expected cashflow.

Similar result holds when the corporation is short commodity andµ < 0:

the ratio ofnO andnF coefficients equals to
∣

∣

(

C − C
)

/ (1 − eµ)
∣

∣, which is smaller

than one since it increases withσ and achieves maximum equal to1 atσ = ∞.

0.5

1.0

1.5

0.5 1.0−0.5−1.0
lnST

Figure 2.2: Payoffs of call (dotted line) and put (solid line) options vs.ln ST

2It is easy to obtain this result from the first-order condition taking the derivative of
∣

∣

(

P − P
)

/ (eµ − 1)
∣

∣ with respect toσ and using definitions (2.9) and (2.12).
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Intuitively this result can be explained as follows: The historical distribution

of ln ST is shifted byµ relative to the risk-neutral distribution. While thenF term

in (2.10) and (2.11) accounts for the difference between these two distributions for

all values ofST , thenO term accounts only for the difference of the parts of the

distribution where the option’s payoff is non-zero. This makes the difference in the

distributions more significant in thenF term. The at-the-money options account

for approximately half of the distribution difference. This is exactly the ratio ofnF

andnO coefficients when bothµ andσ are small (such thatN (σ/2) ∼= 0.5 and

µ � σ.) Figure2.2 shows that for largeσ call options can differentiate between

distributions better than put options, which explains why in the short commodity

case(∂E (CF) /∂nO) / (∂E (CF) /∂nF ) is closer to one than when the firm is long

commodity.

Assuming that options can sufficiently effectively hedge downside risk3, the

results obtained in this section mean, that when the risk aversionα is small the firm

will prefer to use options for hedging, since it provides downside risk protection

but has smaller adverse effect on expected cash-flow than futures. However, when

the risk aversion is large and the firm’s decision is mostly guided by its desire to

eliminate risk, it will prefer futures for hedging, since futures can eliminate risk

completely in contrast to option which always has downside risk exposure due to

its initial cost.

The expected cash-flow is a first part of objective functions (2.4-2.6). The

trade-off between this term and the second term (risk) defines how optimal hedges

change with risk-aversion. The results for different objective functions are consid-

ered in next subsections.
3In Sections2.3.3 and 2.3.4 we show that this assumption holds for mean-semivariance and

mean-variance objective functions.
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2.3.2 Mean-Variance

The risk in the function (2.4) is quantified by variance, which penalizes for both

downside as well as upside swings in cash-flow. The analysis of this problem is

provided to contrast effect of nonlinear instruments (options) in most popular risk-

return framework with the results that we obtain for objective functions that do not

penalize upside moves in cash-flow. The main result here is that in general it is not

optimal to use options with mean-variance objective function.

We proceed by taking variances of (2.7) and (2.8) to obtain:

Var(CFlong) = (1 − nF )2 VarS + n2
O Var(1 − S)+

+ 2 (1 − nF )nO Cov
[

S, (1 − S)+

]

(2.15)

Var(CFshort) = (1 − nF )2 Var(S) + n2
O Var(S − 1)+

− 2 (1 − nF ) nO Cov
[

S, (S − 1)+
]

(2.16)

The Mean-Variance objective function (2.4) then is a combination of expected cash-

flows (2.10) and (2.11) with corresponding variance (2.15) and (2.16). The closed-

form expressions for variances ofS and options’ payoffs, and covariances between

them are given in Appendix2.8.1. To find optimal hedging we consider the first-

order conditions. As a result we can prove the following theorem:

Theorem 1 When a corporation seeks to optimize mean-variance objective func-

tion and MPR has sign that makes hedging costly the optimal hedging positions can

be characterized as follows:

1. When the corporation is long commodity its optimal hedging policy consists

only of futures such that:

nF = 1 − S − 1

2αVar(S)
= 1 − eµ − 1

2α e2µ (eσ2 − 1)
.
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2. When the corporation is short commodity andµ is small enough (so that it

falls within the shaded region on Figure2.3) then optimal hedging policy can

contain options. Otherwise the optimal hedge consists onlyof futures.

The proof of this theorem is given in Appendix2.8.2.

−0.05

−0.10

−0.15

−0.20

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.40.1

µ

σ

Figure 2.3: The region of positivenO for optimal hedging with mean-variance ob-
jective function.

Figure2.3 shows that whenµ < 0 andσ is sufficiently large, the corpo-

ration’s optimal hedge can contain options. This asymmetrybetween positive and

negativeµ can be explained by the skewness of the log-normal distribution for spot

prices. The explanation is based on two facts: 1) The skewness of the lognormal

distribution increases withσ, and 2) When a distribution is skewed, the contribution

to variance comes more from the longer tail of the distribution than from the shorter

one.

When put options are used to hedge long commodity positions,they reduce

the weight of the shorter tail of the cash-flow distribution and do not influence the

longer tail. This explains why put options are not very effective means for reduction

of variance and provides intuitive explanation of the aboveresult thatnO = 0 for

the long commodity corporation.

On the other hand, when call options are used, they reduce theweight of

the longer tail without influencing the shorter tail of the cash-flow distribution.

Since the longer tail is the main contributor to variance, this means that call op-
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tions can be effective means of variance reduction. This effect is more signifi-

cant when the skewness of the distribution is high, in agreement withVercammen

(1995). Whereas conventional commodity or financial markets are not sufficiently

skewed to bring forward this effect, the electricity markets display both substantial

skewness and negative sign of the market price of risk (seeKolos and Ronn, 2004).

Hence, even with Mean-Variance objective function, call options can enter optimal

hedge portfolios. Following discussion in Section2.2.2Figure2.4 plots optimal

hedges and resulting cash-flow distributions.

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

−0.97−0.94−0.91−0.88
E(CF)

90%

10%

E(CF)
−0.8

−0.6

−0.4

−1.2

−1.4

−0.97−0.94−0.91−0.88

Optimal Hedge Cash-Flow Distribution

Figure 2.4: Optimal hedge positions innF (solid line) and innO (dotted line),
and cash flow distribution versus expected cash flow for Mean-Variance objective
function(µ = −0.15, σ = 0.5)

In both cases discussed above options can reduce the weight of the downside

tail of cash-flow distribution. However when the Mean-Variance objective function

allows use of options it is only to make distribution more symmetrical and does not

recognize the possibility of using options to reduce downside risk while allowing

for upside capture.

2.3.3 Mean-Semivariance

Here we restrict our attention to the long commodity case only. The case when the

corporation is short the commodity is analogous with similar results. Consider now
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the semivariance:

E [E (CFlong) − CFlong]
2
+ = E

{

(1 − nF )
(

S − S
)

+ nO

[

P − (1 − S)+

]}2

+

= (1 − nF )2 R

(

nO

1 − nF

)

, (2.17)

where

R (n) ≡ E
{

S − S + n
[

P − (1 − S)+

]}2

+
.

Note thatR (n) is the semi-variance of cash-flow when the hedge contains no fu-

tures andnO = n options. Introduction of theR (n) function is similar to the

rescaling performed in the beginning of Section2.3: From the point of view of the

risk term, the use of futures can be considered a the reduction in the quantity of

commodity to1− nF , so the rescaled option position isnO/ (1 − nF ). The closed-

form expression forR (n) is derived in Appendix2.8.3.

Considering the first-order conditions and using the closed-form expression

for R (n) we can prove the following result:

Theorem 2 Consider a long commodity corporation which seeks optimal hedging

policy under mean-semivariance objective function. Assume that market price of

risk is positive (µ > 0). Letα1 andα2 be defined as:

α1 ≡ −P − P

R′ (0)
,

α2 ≡ − P − P

R′ (n∗
O)

,

wheren∗
O is a solution of the equation

n∗
O = 2

R (n∗
O)

R′ (n∗
O)

+
S − 1

P − P
,

Then the optimal hedge positions in futures and options change as risk aversion

increases from0 to∞ as follows:
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1. Whenα is very small (α < α1), it is optimal for the corporation not to hedge:

nO = nF = 0.

2. Whenα1 ≤ α < α2, the optimal hedge for the corporation does not contains

futures (nF = 0) and use of options starts fromnO = 0 at α1 and grows to

nO = n∗
O at α2 and equals the solution of the following equation:

R′ (nO) = −P − P

α
.

3. Beyondα2 (α > α2), the optimal hedge consists of both futures and options.

While use of futures grows fromnF = 0 at α = α2 to nF = 1 at α = ∞, the

position in option decreases fromnO = n∗
O at α2 to nO = 0 at α = ∞.

The proof of this theorem is given in Appendix2.8.4.

Using the approximation ofR (n) given in Appendix2.8.3we can findα1,

α2 andn∗
O parameters analytically:

α1
∼= P − P

2c1

,

α2
∼=

c2

(

S − 1
)

− c1

(

P − P
)

2 (c0c2 − c2
1)

,

n∗
O
∼=

c0

(

P − P
)

− c1

(

S − 1
)

c1

(

P − P
)

− c2

(

S − 1
) .

wherec1 — and, subsequently, the coefficientsc0 andc2 — are quadratic approx-

imations of (2.27) defined in Appendix2.8.3. Then the position in option when

α1 ≤ α < α2 is approximately,

nO
∼= c1

c2
− P − P

2αc2
.
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Whenα ≥ α2 the approximation gives the following optimal hedge:

nF
∼= 1 − 1

α

(

S − 1
)

c2 −
(

P − P
)

c1

2 (c0c2 − c2
1)

,

nO
∼= 1

α

(

S − 1
)

c1 −
(

P − P
)

c0

2 (c0c2 − c2
1)

.
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Figure 2.5: Optimal hedging portfolio positions innF andnO vs. risk-aversionα
(µ = 0.09, σ = 0.3)

Figure2.5 plots the dependence of optimal hedging portfolio on the risk-

aversion coefficient, where optimal positions innO andnF are computed both nu-

merically using exact expressions in Theorem2 and using approximate analytical

solution. We see that the approximate solution suggests using options more ex-

tensively than the exact one. This happens because the approximation neglects

additional penalty for largenO due toROTM.
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Figure 2.6: Optimal hedging portfolio positions innF (solid line) andnO (dotted
line), and cash-flow distribution vs. expected cash-flow (µ = 0.09, σ = 0.3)

To compare optimal hedging prescriptions obtained using numerical opti-

mization and approximate analytical expressions, we follow the discussion of Sec-

tion 2.2.2and use the expected cash-flow parametrization. InspectingFigure2.6

we note that because the approximate solution prescribes more aggressive use of

options, the cash-flow distribution is more positively skewed (longer positive tail

and shorter negative tail) relative to the exact numerical solution.

2.3.4 Mean-Value at Risk

As in the previous section we again consider only the long commodity case. Similar

short commodity results are obtained by analogy. We get the following result, which
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is similar to mean-semivariance case (Theorem2):

Theorem 3 Consider a long commodity corporation which seeks optimal hedging

policy under mean-semivariance objective function. Assume that market price of

risk is positive (µ > 0). LetαO andαF be defined as:

αF ≡ eµ − 1

1 − Sδ

,

αO ≡ P − P

1 − Sδ − P
,

where

Sδ ≡ exp
{

µ − σ2/2 + σ N−1 (δ)
}

.

Then the optimal hedge positions in futures and options change as risk aversion

increases from0 to∞ as follows:

1. Whenα is very small (α < αO), it is optimal for the corporation not to hedge:

nO = nF = 0.

2. WhenαO < α < αF , the optimal hedge for the corporation does not contains

futures (nF = 0) andnO equals to1.

3. BeyondαF (α > αF ), the optimal hedge contains only futures:nF = 1 and

nO = 0.

The proof of this theorem is presented in Appendix2.8.5.

The strategy described in theorem3 is discontinuous with respect toα. As

a result, the optimal portfolios describe only three combinations of expected cash-

flow and Value-at-Risk. The decision maker might not be satisfied with any of these

three hedges and could seek other alternatives: By taking linear combinations of the

corresponding optimal hedges one obtains natural intermediate values of cash-flow

and Value-at-Risk. Figure2.7 is obtained using this prescription.
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Figure 2.7: Optimal hedge positions ofnF (solid line) andnO (dotted line), and
cash-flow distribution versus expected cash flowµ = 0.09, σ = 0.3)

Differences between Mean-Value at Risk solution and solution obtained for

Mean-Semivariance objective function can be explained by the following: The op-

tion’s marginal change of semivariance is reduced asnO increases. However its

marginal change of Value-at-Risk does not depend onnO (so long asnO < 1−nF ).

This results in more aggressive use of options in the case of the Mean-Value at Risk

objective function relative to the Mean-Semivariance function.

2.4 Hedging Price and Quantity Risk of a Single Com-

modity

Here we generalize the results of previous section to randomquantity case. The

scaling arguments in the beginning of Section2.3remain valid and here we assume

that

F0 = 1, Q0 = 1, T = 1.

Since the analytical approach of constant quantity case cannot be extended to more

general problem, we use the following methodology:

1. First we use discrete distribution approximation for random quantities to in-
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vestigate properties of optimal hedging.

2. Then we find the optimal hedging numerically to check that the results ob-

tained with discrete approximation extend to continuous problem.

Mausser and Rosen(1998) have shown that in the case of a finite number

of scenarios, Value-at-Risk is a nonsmooth, nonconvex, andmultiextreme function

with respect to positions in hedging instruments, making itdifficult to control and

optimize. Since our experiments supported this conclusion, we analyzed optimal

hedging policies using the Mean-Semivariance objective function.

2.4.1 Discrete Distribution

To investigate the qualitative properties of optimal hedges when both price and

quantity are random we approximate their joint distribution as follows:

ST − (1 + µ) QT − 1 Probability

0 0 1/4

0 −2σQ

√

1 − ρ2 1/16

0 2σQ

√

1 − ρ2 1/16

−2σF −2σQρ 1/16

2σF 2σQρ 1/16

−σF −σQ

(

ρ +
√

1 − ρ2
)

1/8

−σF −σQ

(

ρ −
√

1 − ρ2
)

1/8

σF σQ

(

ρ −
√

1 − ρ2
)

1/8

σF σQ

(

ρ +
√

1 − ρ2
)

1/8

(2.18)

This distributions has the same first and second moments as the lognormal model

described in Section2.2.4:

E (ST ) Var(ST ) E (QT ) Var(QT ) Cov(ST , QT )

1 + µ σ2
F 1 σ2

Q σF σQρ
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To ensure that price and quantity are positive we assume that

0 < σF ≤ 1/2,

0 < σQ ≤ 1/2.

Also, to simplify derivations we assume that drift of futures prices and correlation

are small:

|µ| � σF ,

|ρ| � 1.

To compute values of call and put options we first recall that under risk

neutral measure the futures price is equal to expected spot price:

1 = F0 = E∗ (ST ) .

The risk-neutral distribution forST is obtained from historical (2.18) by subtracting

µ from all values ofST
4. With this distribution the prices of call and put ATM

options compounded to timeT are equal to

C = P =
3

8
σF .

Using this distribution the expected cash-flows (2.7) and (2.8) are

E (CFlong) = 1 + µ + ρσF σQ − nF µ − 5nOµ

16
, (2.19)

E (CFshort) = −1 − µ − ρσF σQ + nF µ +
5nOµ

16
. (2.20)

4Although the correct procedure of finding risk-neutral distribution should adjust probability
weights to obtainF0 = E∗ (ST ), the simplified approach is sufficient for our purpose of finding
prices of ATM options.
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2.4.2 No Hedging

In this section we investigate properties of the semivariance of cash-flow when

nF = nO = 0. Understanding these properties allows to better understand the

intuition of optimal hedging results proved in following subsections.

Theorem 4 Whenρ is small, the semivariance of unhedged cash-flow which equals

to theproduct of two random variablesS andQ can be approximately computed

as half of the variance ofsum of S andQ with modified correlationρ∗:

sVar (CF) ∼= 1

2

(

σ2
F + σ2

Q

)

+ σF σQρ∗,

whereρ∗ depends onσQ, σF , andρ such that:

1. When the corporation islong commodity the modified correlationρ∗ satisfies:

ρ∗ < 0,
∂ρ∗
∂ρ

> 0.

2. When the corporation isshort commodity the modified correlationρ∗ satis-

fies:

ρ∗ > 0,
∂ρ∗
∂ρ

> 0.

The theorem is proved in Appendix2.8.7. Here we provide the intuition for

the result. When there is no hedging semivariance of cash-flow in long commodity

case is:

sVar (CFlong) = E [E (SQ) − SQ]2+

RepresentingS andQ as deviations from initial values

S = 1 + ∆S,

Q = 1 + ∆Q,
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and assuming thatE (SQ) ∼= 1 we have

sVar (CFlong) = E (−∆S − ∆Q − ∆S∆Q)2
+

We expect approximately half of the states to contribute to semivariance, which

explains why semivariance is approximately equals half of variance. The sign of

modified correlation can be explained by the following observations:

• When∆S and∆Q have opposite signs−∆S∆Q term is positive and it in-

creases the possibility of contribution to semivariance.

• When∆S and∆Q have same signs−∆S∆Q term is negative and it de-

creases the possibility of contribution to semivariance.

In the case of short commodity the semivariance is:

sVar (CFlong) = E (∆S + ∆Q + ∆S∆Q)2
+

The intuition is then similar to long commodity case with thefollowing difference:

∆S∆Q term now favors contributions to semivariance if∆S and∆Q have same

signs, which explains positivity of modified correlation.

The results of this theorem extend to the case whereS andQ are lognormally

distributed. Assuming thatµ is very small so that it can be set to zero when com-

puting risk term, the semivariance of nonhedged cash-flow isderived in Appendix

2.8.8. Variances of lognormally distributedS andQ are:

var (S) = eσ2
F − 1,

var (Q) = eσ2
Q − 1.

Then the effective correlation

ρ∗ =
sVar− [var (S) + var (Q)] /2

√

var (S) var (Q)
.
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We plottedρ∗ vs var (S) andvar (Q) for variances in the ranges from0.1 to 1 to

check that the modified correlation has sign in agreement with the theorem. How-

ever we found that when one of the variances is very small the absolute value of

modified correlation can exceed one, so the term “correlation” have to be used with

care. Similarly we plotted derivative ofρ∗ with respect toρ and found that the

corresponding results of the theorem also extend to continuous distribution.

Although we were able to obtain analytical expression for the semivariance

in this subsection, such results won’t be available in next subsections, so we will

not be able to check extensively how results obtained in discrete distribution case

extend to the case with lognormal distribution. When analytical results are not

available we use numerical computations to extend discretedistribution results.

2.4.3 Small Risk Aversion

As we saw in constant quantity case, when risk aversion is small, the optimal hedge

does not contain futures and position in option increases with risk aversion to a

maximal position. Once the position in option reached its maximum the futures are

introduced into optimal hedge and the position in option decreases. In this section

we consider this range of risk aversion. The results are described in the following

theorem:

Theorem 5 When risk-aversion increases from zero, futures do not enter optimal

hedge andnO increases from zero tonO max. WhilenO increases, expected cash-

flow changes linearly as

E (CFlong) = 1 + µ + ρσF σQ − 5nOµ

16
,

E (CFshort) = −1 − µ − ρσF σQ +
5nOµ

16
.
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Maximal position in optionnO max depends on parameters as follows:

nO max = a ± b σQ + c
σQ

σF
+

(

±d +
a

σF

)

σQρ,

where values ofa, b, c, g andh are different in different domains of(σF , σQ) pa-

rameter space5. Upper signs in the above expression are forlong commodity case

and lower signs are forshort commodity case. These coefficients have the following

properties:

a ∼= 1, b ≤ 0, c ≤ 0, d < −1.5.

The theorem is proved in Appendix2.8.9. It states that in the long com-

modity case,nO max decreases withσQ (since bothb andc are negative) and the

reduction innO max with increase ofσQ is more prominent for small values ofσF

(in this case the termc/σF has increased contribution). The coefficient atρ term is

positive whenσF is small and negative, whenσF is large enough.

These conclusions also can be extended to the case when price-quantity dis-

tribution is lognormal. To see this we numerically foundnO max for a random set of

parameters0 < σF , σQ < 1/2, −0.1 < ρ < 0.1 and regressed the resulting values

on independent functionsσQ, σQ/σF , σQρ, σQρ/σF as a result we obtain

Value STD

a 0.212 0.006

b −0.22 0.02

c −0.048 0.003

d −1.9 0.2

aρ 0.23 0.05

whereaρ is a coefficienta in ρ term. By the theoremaρ has to be equal toa. The

regression supports this conclusion.

5See proof of the theorem for details on these parameter domains.
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Overall we see that almost all conclusions of the theorem canbe extended to

continuous distribution case. The only difference is that in the discrete distribution

casea ∼= 1 but when the distribution is lognormala ∼= 0.2. I.e. the maximal option

position in continuous distribution case is sizably reduced compared to discrete dis-

tribution case. This means that the benefit of using options as compared to benefit

of using futures for hedging is reduced in continuous distribution case. This can be

explained by several effects:

• The difference between marginal futures and option penalties on expected

cash-flow is smaller in lognormal distribution case than with discrete distri-

bution (coefficients atnF andnO in (2.10) and (2.19)).

• Unlike in discrete distribution case with lognormal distribution sufficiently

significant part of semivariance comes from states with small deviations ofQ

andS where position in option is overhedging (i.e. it increases risk in those

states compared to no hedging rather than decreasing it). This reduces effect

of option on semivariance.

In the short commodity case the theorem implies thatnO max decreases with

σQ whenσF is small, and increases whenσF is large enough. The coefficient atρ

term is always positive, so thatnO max increases with correlation between price and

quantity.

2.4.4 Risk Minimization

Theorem 6 When risk aversion is infinite, the corporation minimizes risk. The risk

is minimized with

nF = 1 − σQ

(

aF +
bF

σF

+ ρ

(

cF +
1

σF

))

,

nO = σQ

(

aO +
bO

σF
+ cOρ

)

,
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wherenO is assumed to be positive. The coefficientsaF , bF , cF , aO, bO andcO have

the following properties:

When the corporation islong commodity:

aF < 0, bF > 0, cF > 1, aO ≥ 0, bO < 0, cO < 0.

When the corporation isshort commodity:

bF > 0, cF < −1, aO ≥ 0, bO < 0, cO > 0,

with aF . 0 for moderate values ofσF (when ) andaF > 0 otherwise.

When parametersσF andρ are such thatnO in above expression is negative, the

constraintnO ≥ 0 is binding and the risk is minimized at

nF = 1 ∓ σQ

2
− σQρ

(

3

4
− 1

σF

)

,

nO = 0,

where the upper sign is for long commodity case and lower signis for short case.

The theorem is proved in Appendix2.8.10. This theorem supports results

obtained inBrown and Toft(2002) andGay et al.(2003). These authors considered

long commodity case and assumed thatµ = 0. The results inBrown and Toft

(2002) are:

When prices are negatively correlated with produced quantities, the

firm should typically hedge less than its expected exposure.

The price and quantity correlation, the degree of price and quantity

volatility, and the ratio of these risks are the primary determinants of

the optimal hedge’s convexity.

For example, firms should typically buy convexity (i.e., options)

when correlation is negative. However, when correlation ispositive,

the optimal custom hedge usually (but not always) requires the firm to
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sell convexity. The exact degree of convexity is determinedby price

and quantity risk, and to a lesser degree the relative convexity of the

deadweight cost function. Typically, high levels of quantity risk lead to

more “optionality” in the optimal hedge.

Similarly Gay et al.(2003) have deduced:

Our central thesis is that when firms face only price risk, theoptimal

hedging position will be comprised strictly of linear instruments (e.g.,

forwards). This strategy can eliminate financial-distresscosts resulting

from low price states. However, as quantity risks become of concern,

nonlinear instruments (e.g., the purchase of puts) will be substituted in

part for linear instruments due to the increased likelihoodthat the firm

will experience overhedging costs.

With a negative correlation, prices likely will be high (low) when

the firm’s realized output is low (high). This produces a natural hedg-

ing effect and thus reduces the firm’s overall demand for hedging in-

struments.

However, a negative correlation increases the likelihood that a firm

will face the problem of overhedging. In response, the firm will reduce

further its linear position and substitute nonlinear contracts.

With positive correlation, prices now more likely will be low in

those states where a firm has overhedged (realized low output). The

firm’s overall demand for derivatives will increase because, in addition

to reducing price risk, derivatives can be used to reduce a portion of

the firm’s quantity risk. A positive correlation also will help mitigate

a firm’s potential” overhedging problem associated with using linear

contracts.

In addition to fully supporting these findings the theorem shows how the

results extend to short commodity case. It is important to note that although the
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distributions and objective functions inBrown and Toft(2002), Gay et al.(2003)

and this paper are different the conclusions are strikinglysimilar. This reassures that

the results depend on the general features of distribution (randomness of price and

quantity and their correlation) and objective function (penalization only of lower

tail of cash-flow distribution) and do not depend on specificsof the problem.

2.4.5 Hedging Efficiency

When price and quantity are not perfectly correlated it is not possible to hedge

away all uncertainty of cash-flow using instruments based onprice of commodity.

In this section we consider how effective these instrumentsare in hedging combined

price and quantity risk. First we consider how much risk remains when we choose

portfolio that minimizes risk. We have the following theorem:

Theorem 7 Using options and futures the semivariance of cash-flow can be re-

duced to

sVar ∼=
σ2

Q

2
+

1

8
σF σ2

Q (a + bσF ± (c − dσF ) ρ) ,

where

a < 0.05, b < 0.2, c < 0.2, d < 0.2

When no option is used the minimum semivariance is:

sVar =
σ2

Q

2
+

1

8
σF σ2

Q (σF ± (2 − 3σF ) ρ) ,

where upper sign is for long commodity case and lower sign is for short case.

WhennF = 1 the risk is:

sVar =
σ2

Q

2
+

1

4
σF σ2

Q (σF ∓ ρ)
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which is larger than with optimal position in futures by

1

8
σF σ2

Q (σF ∓ (4 − 3σF ) ρ)

The theorem is proved by substituting the risk minimizing hedges of The-

orem6 into the expression for semivariance. The theorem shows that options and

futures can be effectively used to hedge away almost all price risk even though

price and quantity are combined in nonlinear way. It shows that even with naive

hedgenF = 1 semivariance can be greatly reduced, but in this situation the po-

sition generally overhedges (as was pointed out inGay et al.(2003)). The better

reduction of risk can be obtained by fine tuning the futures position and introduc-

ing option. Noting how small the coefficientsa throughd with respect to similar

coefficients in hedge without option we see that the portfolio based on linear instru-

ments (futures) and nonlinear (options) can untangle risksand hedge away price

risk almost completely. This idea was developed byBrown and Toft(2002) where

authors introduced exotic option whose payoff is adjusted in optimal way to remove

all hedgeble risks.

The theorem shows that as quantity volatility increases thehedging effec-

tiveness reduces. To quantify this observation we introduce the following parame-

ters:

Hedging Efficiency≡ 1 − sVar(CF)|α=∞
sVar(CF)|α=0

,

Average Benefit of Hedging≡ sVar(CF)|α=0 − sVar(CF)|α=∞
E (CF)|α=0 − E (CF)|α=∞

.

The Hedging Efficiency is a percentage of original cash-flow risk that can be

hedged using futures and options. Average Benefit of Hedgingshows how much,

on average, risk can be reduced per unit of reduction in expected cash-flow.

These parameters can be found using the results of Theorems4 and7. The

graphs showing dependence of these indicators on parameters of the lognormal
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distribution are shown in the next subsection.

2.4.6 Continuous Distribution Examples

In this section we illustrate the results of the theorems on optimal hedge graphs

for long commodity continuous distribution case. We set theparameters to the

following values:

µ = 0.09, σF = 0.3, σQ = 0.1,

ρ = {0, 0.5, − 0.5} .

No Correlation (ρ = 0.0)

The optimal hedging policy and the resulting cash-flow distribution is shown

on Figure2.8. In contrast to the constant quantity case on Figure2.6 we note the

following:
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Figure 2.8: Optimal hedge positions and cash flow distribution versus expected cash
flow. ρ = 0

• When risk aversion is small (expected cash-flow is large) theoptimal hedging

in random quantity case coincides with optimal hedging in constant quantity.

• As risk aversion increases beyond the point when it becomes beneficial to
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use futures for hedging we notice that use of options diminishes faster in the

random quantity case than in the constant quantity.

• At infinite risk aversion (smallest expected cash-flow), similar to constant

quantity case, options are not used in optimal hedge. However, in contrast to

the constant quantity case less than 100% of futures are used.

• In the constant quantity case, the convergence of 10-th percentile and ex-

pected cash-flow lines at infinite risk aversion manifests that all risks can

be hedged away. In contrast, when quantity is random, not allrisks can be

hedged away, which is demonstrated by the gap between these lines at lowest

expected cash-flow .

Positive Correlation (ρ = 0.5)

The optimal hedging policy and the resulting cash-flow distribution is shown

on Figure2.9. Comparing to theρ = 0 case on Figure2.8we note the following:
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Figure 2.9: Optimal hedge positions and cash flow distribution versus expected cash
flow. ρ = 0.5

• When quantity and price are positively correlated, futuresand options can

be used not only as price hedging instruments but also as partial hedge to

quantity which means that use of risk instruments should increase. In other

words whenρ > 0 the price and quantity deviations compound, increasing
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overall risk. To offset these deviations higher hedge ratios are required than

in theρ = 0 case.

• Although for comparable hedge ratios the risk inρ > 0 case is larger than in

ρ = 0 case, the positive correlation between quantity and price allows better

risk reduction, so that the remaining risk gap (gap between 10-th percentile

and expected cash-flow on leftmost part of the distribution plots) is smaller

than the no-correlation case.

Negative Correlation (ρ = −0.5)

We compare negative correlation case as shown on Figure2.10to theρ = 0

case (Figure2.8) and toρ > 0 case (Figure2.9):
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Figure 2.10: Optimal hedge positions and cash flow distribution versus expected
cash flow.ρ = −0.5

• When ρ < 0 quantity partially offsets deviations in price playing role as

natural hedge, so that use of hedge instruments can be reduced to obtain same

level of protection.

• In contrast to the no-correlation or positive correlation cases, here option is

used even at infinite risk aversion level, in agreement with results obtained in

Brown and Toft(2002) andGay et al.(2003).
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Large Quantity Variability ( σQ = 0.3, ρ = 0)

The optimal hedging policy and the resulting cash-flow distribution is shown

on Figure2.11. We have the following observations:
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Figure 2.11: Optimal hedge positions and cash flow distribution versus expected
cash flow.

• When unhedgeble quantity risks are large the usage of optionis greatly re-

duced in hedging.

• Usage of futures is also reduced to avoid large overhedged position.
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Figure 2.12: Hedging Efficiency and Average Benefit of Hedging vs.σQ
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Hedging Efficiency and Average Benefit of Hedging are plottedon Fig-

ure2.12. We can see that:

• When correlation is positive, the hedging efficiency is sufficiently large even

for very large values ofσQ (recall thatσF = 0.3)

• When there is no correlation or correlation is negative, theHedging Efficiency

falls whenσQ > σF

• Although Hedging Efficiency decreases withσQ, Average Benefit stays on

the same level or increases for positive correlation. This means that hedging

is very beneficial when correlation is positive even though not all risks can be

hedged away.

• When correlation is negative Average Benefit of Hedging decreases. So when

quantity is negatively correlated with price the hedging effectiveness is re-

duced, but the corporation benefits from the natural hedge between price and

quantity present in this case.

2.5 Multiple Commodities

In this section we consider a corporation long two uncorrelated commodities. The

question of interest here is this: When one commodity has greater volatility and

hence more expensive option prices which will prevail: The greater volatility in-

ducing more option purchases, or the greater cost mitigating that effect.
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Figure 2.13: Optimal hedge positions and cash flow distribution versus expected
cash flow. Bold lines correspond to the commodity with more volatile price
(σF1 = 0.6, σF2 = 0.3). Solid lines — positions in futures, and dotted lines —
positions in options. Commodity prices are uncorrelated and quantities are equal
and nonrandom.

Figure2.13shows optimal hedges and cash-flow distribution for this case.

We deduce the following:

• As risk aversion increases, first the hedging instruments ofcommodity with

the higher price volatility are used — then the ones with the lower price

volatility.

• Maximal hedge ratio of high price volatility option is larger than of low price

volatility option.

2.6 Multi-Period Model

In this section we discuss how the analysis can be extended when it is allowed to

rebalance hedging positions at intermediate times.

The objective function (2.5) has to be changed in this case. The reason is that

mean-semivariance objective function (similar to others)result in counter-intuitive
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non-markovian control of hedging portfolio. To see this considerUsVar:

UsVar ≡ E
(

CFT − α [E (CFT ) − CFT ]2+
)

.

At some intermediate timet the hedge is chosen using information available at that

time — the external expectation operator is changed to conditional expectation:

Ut ≡ Et

(

CFT − α [E (CFT ) − CFT ]2+
)

.

In this form the objective function depends onE (CFT ) which depends on the de-

cision not only att but also at other intermediate times. Therefore the strategy

that maximizes this objective function is non-markovian and therefore cannot be

found through dynamic programming, which significantly increases complexity of

the problem.

If we modify the objective function by replacing expectation in semivariance

part by conditional expectation:

Ut ≡ Et

(

CFT − α [Et (CFT ) − CFT ]2+
)

we obtain Markovian problem. This formulation, however, has counte-rintuitive

properties. Recall the intuition behind semivariance objective function: the function

penalizes for realization of bad states while good states donot contribute to risk

part of the function. Now consider two path of CFt one of which lead to significant

profit and the other to significant losses. However risk term will not differentiate

between these two paths: atT − 1 the termET−1 (CFT )−CFT =CFT−1−CFT has

distribution which depends insignificantly on the level of CFT−1.

To resolve these issues we propose the following objective function for

multi-period model:

Ut ≡ Et

(

CFT − α [CF0 − CFT ]2+
)

, (2.21)

where CF0 is the expectation of unhedged cash-flows. This function compares re-
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alized cash-flows to the expectation of profits at time0 if no hedging is under-

taken. When CFt path deviates significantly to negative direction from projected

nonhedged cash-flow the function will produce significant penalty forcing the cor-

poration to rebalance its hedging position to minimize thisimpact. This function

can be used in usual continuous time formulation that leads to HJB equation. How-

ever, unlike commonly used exponential utility, it will notlead to diverging expres-

sions.

The goal of this section was to reformulate the problem for the multi-period

setting. However the solution and analysis is left for future research.

2.7 Conclusions

In this Chapter we considered the optimal use of options and futures to hedge down-

side risk while capturing upside potential. We found that important parameters that

influence hedging decisions are the risk premium embedded infinancial contracts

(the market price of risk) and the degree of risk aversion.

Our main result is that the optimal hedge program hinges on the amount

of exposure the corporation wishes to hedge: The company’s optimal hedge pro-

ceeds from no-hedging, to acquiring options, then to replacing options with futures

contracts.
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2.8 Appendices

2.8.1 Properties of Spot Price and Option Distribution

The moments of the spot price and option distribution are computed using the fol-

lowing integral:

I (a, b, c, d, g, h; µ, σ) =

∫ b+σ

a+σ

(

c + deµ−σ2

2
+σε
)(

g + heµ−σ2

2
+σε
) e−

ε2

2

√
2π

dε

This integral can be computed, so that

I = cg [N (b + σ) − N (a + σ)]

+ dh e2µ+σ2

[N (b − σ) − N (a − σ)]

+ (dg + ch) eµ [N (b) − N (a)] (2.22)
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Using this integral we obtain the following closed form expressions for the mo-

ments:

Var(S) = e2µ
(

eσ2 − 1
)

Var(1 − S)+ =

∫ σ
2
−µ

σ

−∞

e−
ε2

2

√
2π

(

1 − eµ−σ2

2
+σε
)2

dε − P
2

= N (−d + σ) + e2µ+σ2

N (−d − σ) − 2eµN (−d) − P
2

Var(S − 1)+ =

∫ ∞

σ
2
−µ

σ

e−
ε2

2

√
2π

(

1 − eµ−σ2

2
+σε
)2

dε − C
2

=

= N (d − σ) + e2µ+σ2

N (d + σ) − 2eµN (d) − C
2

Cov
[

S, (1 − S)+

]

=

∫ σ
2
−µ

σ

−∞

e−
ε2

2

√
2π

(

1 − eµ−σ2

2
+σε
)

eµ−σ2

2
+σεdε − eµP

= eµN (−d) − e2µ+σ2

N (−d − σ) − eµP

Cov
[

S, (S − 1)+

]

=

∫ ∞

σ
2
−µ

σ

e−
ε2

2

√
2π

(

eµ−σ2

2
+σε − 1

)

eµ−σ2

2
+σεdε − eµC

= e2µ+σ2

N (d + σ) − eµN (d) − eµC

2.8.2 Proof of Theorem1

For thelongcommodity case the first order-conditions are:

∂UVar

∂nF
= 1 − S + 2α

{

(1 − nF ) var(S) + nOCov
[

S, (1 − S)+

]}

= 0, (2.23)

∂UVar

∂nO
= P − P − 2α

{

nOVar(1 − S)+ + (1 − nF ) Cov
[

S, (1 − S)+

]}

= 0.

For theshortcase we have:

∂UVar

∂nF

= −1 + S + 2α
{

(1 − nF ) Var(S) − nOCov
[

S, (S − 1)+

]}

= 0,

∂UVar

∂nO

= C − C − 2α
{

nOVar(S − 1)+ − (1 − nF ) Cov
[

S, (S − 1)+

]}

= 0.
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Assuming unconstrainednF andnO, we can solve these first-order conditions to

obtain:

nF = 1 − 1

2α

(

S − 1
)

Var(1 − S)+ −
(

P − P
)

Cov
[

S, (1 − S)+

]

Var(1 − S)+ Var(S) − Cov
[

S, (1 − S)+

]2 ,

nO =
1

2α

(

P − P
)

Var(S) −
(

S − 1
)

Cov
[

S, (1 − S)+
]

Var(1 − S)+ Var(S) − Cov
[

S, (1 − S)+

]2 , (2.24)

in case oflongposition in commodity, and

nF = 1 − 1

2α

(

1 − S
)

Var(S − 1)+ +
(

C − C
)

Cov
[

S, (S − 1)+
]

Var(S − 1)+ Var(S) − Cov
[

S, (S − 1)+

]2 ,

nO =
1

2α

(

C − C
)

Var(S) +
(

1 − S
)

Cov
[

S, (S − 1)+

]

Var(S − 1)+ Var(S) − Cov
[

S, (S − 1)+

]2 ,

for the short position in the commodity. Using closed-form expression for vari-

ances ofS and options’ payoffs, and covariances between them, which are given in

Appendix2.8.1, it is possible to show that the solution fornO is the same function

of α, σ andµ in both the long and short cases.

Figure2.3plots the region wherenO, given by expression (2.24), is positive.

Inspecting this figure we first we note thatnO is negative forµ > 0.6 This result

has a simple intuitive explanation: Note thatnO is inversely proportional toα [see

(2.24)], and whenα → 0 the corporation is risk-neutral, i.e. only expected cash-

flow contributes to objective function. IfnO and nF are unconstrained and the

corporation is long commodity the expected cash-flow can be increased by infinitely

shorting put options7, i.e., the optimal solution producesnO → −∞. Therefore if

we require that the hedging strategies be no-speculative, the constraintnO ≥ 0

is binding: The optimal hedging policy for long position in commodity does not

6Recall that in this case the hedging is costly when the corporation is long the commodity.
7If µ > 0 thenP < P , so thatnO

(

P − P
)

can be made very large ifnO is negative and very
large in absolute value.
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contain options. SettingnO = 0 in (2.23) we obtain the optimal position in futures:

nF = 1 − S − 1

2αVar(S)
= 1 − eµ − 1

2α e2µ (eσ2 − 1)
.

2.8.3 Derivation ofR (n) Function

Consider

R (n) = E
{

S − S + n
[

P − (1 − S)+

]∣

∣ S < 1 ∪ S ≥ 1
}2

+

≡ RITM (n) + ROTM (n) ,

whereRITM (n) is a contribution to the semivariance by the events when the option

ends up in the money — andROTM (n) , when the option expires worthless:

RITM (n) ≡ E
[

S − S + n
(

P − 1 + S
)∣

∣ S < 1
]2

+
(2.25)

ROTM (n) ≡
[

S − S + nP
∣

∣ S ≥ 1
]2

+
(2.26)

It is possible to expressRITM (n) andROTM (n) in closed form using (2.22):

RITM (n) =E
[

S + n
(

P − 1
)

− (1 − n) S
∣

∣ S < 1
]2

+

=E
[

S + n
(

P − 1
)

− (1 − n) S |A < S < B
]2

=

∫ DB+σ

DA+σ

[

eµ + n
(

P − 1
)

− (1 − n) eµ−σ2

2
+σε
]2 e−

ε2

2

√
2π

dε

=
[

eµ + n
(

P − 1
)]2

[N (DB + σ) − N (DA + σ)]

+ (1 − n)2 e2µ+σ2

[N (DB − σ) − N (DA − σ)]

− 2 (1 − n)
(

eµ + n
(

P − 1
))

eµ [N (DB) − N (DA)]
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where

DA ≡
ln (A)+

σ
− d,

DB ≡ ln B

σ
− d,

whered is as in (2.14), and

A ≡







−∞ if n < 1

S − n
(

1 − P
)

1 − n
otherwise

B ≡











min

{

1,
S − n

(

1 − P
)

1 − n

}

if n < 1

1 otherwise

Note thatDA = −∞ whenA ≤ 0. If n ≤ 1, the following inequality holds

S − n
(

1 − P
)

1 − n
> 1.

Therefore for alln we have

B = 1,

DB = −d.
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The functionROTM (n) is:

ROTM (n) =E
[

S − S + nP
∣

∣ S ≥ 1
]2

+

=E
[

S − S + nP
∣

∣ 1 ≤ S < S + nP
]2

=

∫ D2+σ

D1+σ

(

eµ + nP − eµ−σ2

2
+σε
)2 e−

ε2

2

√
2π

dε

=
(

eµ + nP
)2

[N (D2 + σ) − N (D1 + σ)]

+ e2µ+σ2

[N (D2 − σ) − N (D1 − σ)]

− 2
(

eµ + nP
)

eµ [N (D2) − N (D1)]

where

D1 ≡ −d,

D2 ≡
1

σ
ln
(

eµ + nP
)

− d

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2
n

R(n)
RITM(n)
ROTM(n)

Figure 2.14: Semi-varianceR (n) and its components versusn. (µ = 0.09, σ = 0.3)

The functionR (n), together with contributionsRITM (n) andROTM (n), is

plotted on Figure2.14. Because the option inRITM (n) expires in the money, it has

positive payoff, and an increase in the option’s position decreasesRITM (n). On the

other hand, the option inROTM (n) expires worthless and by increasingn we just

pay for its usage without obtaining any benefit, soROTM (n) is a decreasing function
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of n. If the position in option is not speculative (n < 1), only lower realizations

of S contribute to the semi-variance. Therefore most contributions to the risk term

come from the part of the spot price distribution where the option is in-the-money.

This is why the option is an effective way to reduce the downside risk. This also

explains why main contribution toR (n) comes fromRITM (n).

If we ignore contribution fromROTM (n) we can solve the optimal hedg-

ing problem analytically (see Section2.3.3). For this we approximateR (n) with

RITM (n) assumingn < 1 (the region where the approximation is valid):

R (n) ∼= c0 − 2c1n + c2n
2, (2.27)

where

c0 ≡ e2µ
[

N (−d + σ) + eσ2

N (−d − σ) − 2N (−d)
]

c1 ≡ eµ
[

(

1 − P
)

N (−d + σ) + eµ+σ2

N (−d − σ) −
(

1 + eµ − P
)

N (−d)
]

c2 ≡
(

1 − P
)2

N (−d + σ) + e2µ+σ2

N (−d − σ) − 2eµ
(

1 − P
)

N (−d)

Plotting these coefficients versusσ andµ we found that they as well as the combi-

nationc0c2 − c2
1 are positive.

2.8.4 Proof of Theorem2

Consider the first-order conditions for long commodity caseunder mean-semivariance

objective function. Using definition ofUsVar (2.5), and expression for expected cash-
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flow (2.10) and semivariance (2.17) the first-order conditions are:

0 =
∂UsVar

∂nF

= 1 − S − α

[

nOR′
(

nO

1 − nF

)

− 2 (1 − nF )R

(

nO

1 − nF

)]

, (2.28a)

0 =
∂UsVar

∂nO

= P − P − α (1 − nF )R′
(

nO

1 − nF

)

. (2.28b)

The second equation has simple description: OncenF is chosen the portfolio can

be viewed as a reduced quantity of commodity. A marginal change of objective

function due to introduction of the option in the hedge reduces the expected cash-

flow as well as the risk function. The position in optionnO is then chosen so that

the marginal change of expected cash-flow is equal to the marginal change of the

risk function:

α (1 − nF )R′
(

nO

1 − nF

)

= P − P. (2.29)

Whenα is very small, the signs of the partial derivatives ofUsVar are de-

termined by the first terms1 − S andP − P , which are negative sinceµ > 0.

Therefore for smallα the objective function is increased by decreasing positions in

option and futures. Hence the non-speculation constraintsnO ≥ 0 andnF ≥ 0 are

binding. This brings us to the following result: When the risk aversion is small, the

corporation will not consider hedging.

Onceα reaches the level such that the conditionnO ≥ 0 is no longer binding

(the partial derivative∂UsVar/∂nO = 0),8 it becomes beneficial to use options for

8The discussion below (2.30) shows thatnO ≥ 0 condition becomes non-binding before the
conditionnF ≥ 0.
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hedging. This level is a solution of (2.28b) with nF andnO set to zero:

α1 = −P − P

R′ (0)
.

SinceR′ (0) < 0 (see Appendix2.8.3) andP − P > 0 the risk aversion levelα1 is

strictly positive.

As risk aversionα increases further, the conditionnF ≥ 0 stays binding, but

position in option increases and is found from (2.28b) with nF set to zero:

R′ (nO) = −P − P

α
.

To find the level ofα2 whennF ≥ 0 becomes nonbinding we solve both equations

(2.28) with nF set to zero:

α2 = − P − P

R′ (n∗
O)

,

wheren∗
O is the solution of the following equation

n∗
O = 2

R (n∗
O)

R′ (n∗
O)

+
S − 1

P − P
(2.30)

Sincen∗
O > 0 and|R′ (n)| is an increasing function it follows that0 < α1 < α2.

Beyondα2 risk aversion, the no-speculation conditions are not binding and

the optimal hedge is found by solving the system of equations(2.28).

2.8.5 Proof of Theorem3

In the constant-quantity case, the Mean-Value at Risk objective function is much

easier to analyze analytically than mean-semivariance. First, note that futures con-

tracts reduce downside exposure only whennF ≤ 1. Next, recall that from the point

of view of the risk term, the use of futures is equivalent to a proportional decrease in

the quantity of the commodity to1−nF , with the resulting rescaled option position
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given byn = nO/ (1 − nF ) (see Section2.3). Use of options does not increase

exposure to adverse spot price movements whenn ≤ 1, and so the optimal hedge

satisfies the inequalities:

0 ≤ nF ≤ 1, (2.31a)

0 ≤ nO ≤ 1 − nF . (2.31b)

These inequalities are not constraints, but rather can be derived considering jump in

derivative of objective function asnF becomes larger than one and asnO becomes

larger than1 − nF .

In this range of hedging parameters, the probability of cash-flow being smaller

than some value−VaRδ is equal to the probability of spot prices being smaller than

the price that leads the cash-flow to equal−VaRδ:

Prob{CF≤ −VaRδ} = Prob{S ≤ Sδ} = δ, (2.32)

where

VaRδ = −Sδ − nF (1 − Sδ) − nO

[

(1 − Sδ)+ − P
]

. (2.33)

Note that since the option expires in the money atSδ we have(1 − Sδ)+ = 1 − Sδ.

The second equality in (2.32) leads to the following expression forSδ:

Sδ = exp
{

µ − σ2/2 + σ N−1 (δ)
}

.

Combining (2.10) with (2.33), the objective function is

uVaR =αSδe
µ + nF [1 − eµ + α (1 − Sδ)]

+ nO

[

P − P + α (1 − Sδ − P )
]

. (2.34)

Both the expected cash-flow and the risk function are linear with respect tonF and

nO and grow as the hedging parameters increase. However they grow at different

rates that depend onα. As a result, objective function (2.34) is a linear function of
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nF andnO, and coefficients at these parameters depend onα. Then the optimization

problem reduces to linear programming and achieves solution in the vertices of the

domain (2.31): (nF = 0, nO = 0), (nF = 0, nO = 1), and(nF = 1, nO = 0).

As α increases the coefficients atnF andnO in (2.34) change as follows:

Whenα is very small, they are both negative. Since1−Sδ > 0 and1−Sδ−P > 0,

both coefficients increase asα increases, and they become0 at different levels ofα:

αF =
eµ − 1

1 − Sδ
,

αO =
P − P

1 − Sδ − P
.

For Sδ < 1 and for all values ofµ > 0 andσ we haveαO < αF . This means, that

asα increases it is beneficial first to hedge with the option and then to hedge with

futures, i.e., the optimal hedging strategy changes as follows:

• if α < αO, do not hedge:nF = nO = 0

• if αO < α < αF , hedge with option only:nF = 0, nO = 1

• if α > αF , hedge with futures only:nF = 1, nO = 0

2.8.6 Automatic Analysis of Semivariance Terms

Here we describe program written in Mathematica to do automatic analysis of semi-

variance terms. The description will be based on the long commodity case. The

application to the short commodity case is similar.

We start with distribution ofQ and S (2.18) and definition of cash-flow

(2.7). The distribution consists of nine states. In thei’th state of the distribution the

cash-flow is

CFi = SiQi − nF (Si − 1) + nO

[

(1 − Si)+ − P
]

.
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Hence the semivariance of cash-flow is:

sVar (CF) = E [E (CF) − CF]2+ =

9
∑

i=1

pi [E (CF) − CFi]
2
+ , (2.35)

wherepi is the probability of a statei in the distribution (2.18), andE (CF) is given

in (2.19).

Consider each term in (2.35) separately:

(xi)
2
+ ≡ [E (CF) − CFi]

2
+

so that

xi =1 + µ + ρσF σQ − SiQi + nF (Si − 1 − µ)

− nO

(

(1 − Si)+ − 3

8
σF +

5

16
µ

)

(2.36)

The i’th term contributes to semivariance ifxi > 0. It is clear, that the sign ofxi

in general depends on all the parameters of the problem:nO, nF , σF , σQ, ρ, µ. For

each term we can find domain in parameter space wherexi is positive. However the

complete analysis of combinations of these domains for all terms in semivariance is

impossible. We simplify this analysis considering the following two assumptions:

1. We assume thatµ andρ are very small, so that although they are not zero the

corresponding semivariance termsxi’s have the same signs as thoughµ and

ρ are zero.

2. Next, in proofs, we are interested in semivariance withnF andnO close or at

specific values. The closeness to some values is considered in the same sense

as smallness ofµ andρ.

Due to these two assumptions the sign of eachxi depends only onσF and
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σQ. In other words specifyingxi > 0 identifies a domainDi in (σF , σQ) parameter

space. For a particular combination of signs of allxi’s to be valid, the volatilitiesσF

andσQ have to fall into intersection of corresponding domains:∩9
i=1Di. In general

each combination of signs ofxi’s can produce different semivariance. There are

29 = 512 such combinations. Many of these combinations are not validsince

intersection of the corresponding domains is empty.

The Mathematica program analyses all these combinations and finds the

ones that have nonempty intersection of domains. Since eachcombination spec-

ifies signs ofxi’s, the positive(·)+ functions in each term of semivariance can be

resolved resulting in expression that can easily be analyzed. In particular the re-

sulting expression can be differentiated with respect to all parameters, so we can

investigate how semivariance changes when parameters change or solve first order

conditions with respect tonO andnF to find optimal hedges.

As an example consider long case, where we assume thatnO = 0 andnF =

1−σQ

2
−x with x assumed to be small. To obtain semivariance the program performs

the following steps:

1. SubstitutenO = 0, nF = 1 − σQ

2
− x, x = 0, µ = 0, ρ = 0 into (2.36) and

find which semivariancexi have definite sign.

2. In this case all terms have definite signs, so the terms thatare negative do not

contribute to semivariance and whenxi is positive the contribution equals to

xi without settingx = 0, µ = 0 andρ = 0 (they are assumed to be small

enough so that they do not influence the sign ofxi).

3. If sign of a termxi cannot be identified after substitutions performed in step

1 we have to consider two cases: whenxi > 0 and whenxi < 0. Since after

the substitution thexi is an expression depending only onσF andσQ each

inequality defines the region in(σF , σQ) space where the corresponding case

is valid. If sign of more than one term cannot be identified, each term can

be either greater or less than zero. Select, for example, thecasesxi > 0 and
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xj < 0: both cases are simultaneously valid only ifσF andσQ are such that

the conditionxi > 0 andxj < 0 is true.

4. Considering all combinations of inequalities in step 3, select the ones that are

not identically false. The other combinations can be obtained for some values

of σF andσQ. Each of these combinations has differentxi’s contributing

to semivariance, so the expression for semivariance is different in different

domains of(σF , σQ).

2.8.7 Proof of Theorem4

Using the program described in Appendix2.8.6with nF = nO = 0 the semivari-

ance in thelong commodity case is

1
2

(

σ2
F + σ2

Q

)

+ σ2
Qµ

−1
4
σF σQ [σQ (2 (1 + µ) − σF ) − ρ (4 − 3σF + σQ)]

if σQ < σF

1+σF

1
2

(

σ2
F + σ2

Q

)

+ σ2
Qµ

−1
4
σF σQ [(2 − σQ) σF − ρ (4 − 3σF − σQ)]

if σF < 1
3

andσQ > σF

1−σF

5
8

(

σ2
F + σ2

Q

)

+ 1
4
σ2

Q (5µ − ρ)

−1
4
σF σQ

[

(1 + µ) (1 + σQ) + σF

(

1 − 3
2
σQ

)

− (5 − 3σF ) ρ
] otherwise
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In theshort commodity case the semivariance of cash-flow is

1
2

(

σ2
F + σ2

Q

)

+ σ2
Qµ

+1
4
σF σQ [σQ (2 (1 + µ) + σF ) + ρ (4 + 3σF − σQ)]

if σQ < σF

1+σF

1
2

(

σ2
F + σ2

Q

)

+ σ2
Qµ

+1
4
σF σQ [σQ (2 + σF ) + ρ (4 + 3σF + σQ)]

if σF < 1
3

andσQ > σF

1−σF

3
8

(

σ2
F + σ2

Q

)

+ 1
4
σ2

Q (3µ + ρ)

+1
4
σF σQ

[

(1 + µ) (1 + σQ) + σF

(

1 + 1
2
σQ

)

+ 3 (1 + σF ) ρ
] otherwise

Assuming that3/8 ∼= 1/2 and5/8 ∼= 1/2 the first term of semivariance

equals to half of variance ofQ + S. We expect that if we consider similar discrete

distributions with larger number of states this approximation becomes better. The

second term of semivariance is very small, since we assumed thatρ andµ are very

small.

The last term has the form of covariance, so in thelong commodity case we

have:

ρ∗ = −1

4























σQ (2 (1 + µ) − σF ) − ρ (4 − 3σF + σQ) if σQ < σF

1+σF

(2 − σQ) σF − ρ (4 − 3σF − σQ)
if σF < 1

3

andσQ > σF

1−σF

(1 + µ) (1 + σQ) + σF

(

1 − 3
2
σQ

)

− (5 − 3σF ) ρ otherwise

Taking derivative ofρ∗ with respect to parametersσF , σQ andρ and recalling that

µ > 0, 0 < σF , σQ < 1/2 we obtain the results of first part of Theorem4.
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In the case ofshort commodity the modified correlations is:

ρ∗ =
1

4























σQ (2 (1 + µ) + σF ) + ρ (4 + 3σF − σQ) if σQ < σF

1+σF

σQ (2 + σF ) + ρ (4 + 3σF + σQ)
if σF < 1

3

andσQ > σF

1−σF

(1 + µ) (1 + σQ) + σF

(

1 + 1
2
σQ

)

+ 3 (1 + σF ) ρ otherwise

Taking the derivatives with respect to parameters we obtainthe second part of The-

orem4.

2.8.8 Semivariance of Nonhedged Cash-flow

Price and quantity are lognormally distributed variables.Assuming thatµ = 0,

T = 1, F0 = 1 andQ0 = 1 the distribution ofS andQ can be described as follows:

S = e−σ2
F /2+σF εF ,

Q = e−σ2
Q/2+σQεQ,

whereεF andεQ are jointly normal random variables having correlationρ, so that

their probability density function is:

p =
1

2π
√

1 − ρ2
exp

(

−
ε2

F + ε2
Q − 2εFεQρ

2 (1 − ρ2)

)

.

Then the expectation ofSQ is

E (SQ) = exp (σF σQρ) .
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In the long commodity case the semivariance of nonhedged cash-flow is

sVarlong = E [E (SQ) − SQ]2+

=

∫ ∞

−∞

(

eσF σQρ − e−σ2
F /2−σ2

Q/2+σF εF +σQεQ

)2

+

2π
√

1 − ρ2
e
−

ε2F +ε2Q−2εF εQρ

2(1−ρ2) dεFdεQ

In the current form the integral above cannot be computed because first integration

overεF or εQ introduces error functionerf due to(·)+ factor under integration and

the second integration over remainingεF or εQ cannot be performed since there is

no analytical expression for the integral containingerf. However we note that if we

introduce new variablesε1 andε2 such that:

εF =
σF ε1 − σQε2
√

σ2
F + σ2

Q

,

εQ =
σQε1 + σF ε2
√

σ2
F + σ2

Q

,

then the(·)+ in the semivariance depends only onε1:

(·)+ =
(

eσF σQρ − e−σ2
F /2−σ2

Q/2+
√

σ2
F +σ2

Qε1

)

+
.

This allows first to integrate overε2 without introduction oferf function since(·)+

is just a constant factor with respect toε2. After this we can perform integration

overε1 if we note that that(·)+ factor is zero when

ε1 ≥
σ̄2

2
√

σ2
F + σ2

Q

,

where we defined

σ̄2 ≡ σ2
F + σ2

Q + 2σF σQρ.
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As the result we obtain:

sVarlong =
1

2
e2σF σQρ

[

3 erf

(

σ̄

2
√

2

)

+ eσ̄2

erfc

(

3σ̄

2
√

2

)

− 1

]

.

Similar calculations for short commodity case result in:

sVarshort =
1

2
e2σF σQρ

[

−3 erf

(

σ̄

2
√

2

)

+ eσ̄2

(

1 + erf

(

3σ̄

2
√

2

))

− 1

]

.

2.8.9 Proof of Theorem5

First we use the program described in Appendix2.8.6with nF = 0 to obtain the

semivariance. Then we combine with expected cash-flow (2.19) and (2.20) to obtain

objective function (2.5). Taking derivatives of the objective function with respect

to nF andnO and solving the resulting first order conditions we find optimal values

of nF andnO. Next we find value ofα when optimal value ofnF = 0. At this α

the conditionnF ≥ 0 becomes nonbinding and thereforenO reaches its maximal

value. Substituting thisα into solution fornO we find maximal position in option9:

nO max = a ± b σQ + c
σQ

σF
+

(

±d +
a

σF

)

σQρ,

where upper signs are for long commodity case and lower sign are for short com-

modity case. The coefficients are:

domain a b c d

A 0.97 −0.23 −0.05 −1.79

B 1.05 0 −0.24 −1.57

C 1 0 0 −1.62

D 0.99 −0.27 −0.09 −1.76

E 1.07 −0.04 −0.28 −1.54

(2.37)

9The intermidiate results are very cumbersome so we do not provide them here and they are
available upon request.
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where the domains for long commodity case are defined by the conditions:

domain condition

A σF < 4
19

and 69σF

169−199σF
< σQ < 37σF

53σF +57

B
3σF < 16σQ andσF (199σQ + 69) > 169σQ

and (199σF + 181)σQ < 121σF

C σQ < 3σF /16

D
σF (207σQ + 67) < 167σQ and (53σF + 57) σQ > 37σF

and3 (σF + 20) σQ > 11σF

E
(199σF + 181)σQ > 121σF and (3σF + 425)σQ > 81σF

andσF (207σQ + 67) > 167σQ

These domains are represented on Figure2.15.

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
σF

σQ

A B

C

D

E

Figure 2.15: Long Domains
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In theshort commodity case the domains are defined by the conditions:

domain condition

A 69σF

169+199σF
< σQ < 37σF

57−53σF

B 3
16

σF < σQ < 69σF

169+199σF

C σQ < 3
16

σF

D σQ > 37σF

57−53σF

(2.38)

These domains are represented on Figure2.16.

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
σF

σQ
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B

C

D

Figure 2.16: Short Domains

Inspecting (2.37) proofs the theorem.
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2.8.10 Proof of Theorem6

First we prove the theorem for long commodity case. Let

nF = 1 − σQ

(

1.53 − 0.41

σF
− ρ

(

1.41 +
1

σF

))

+ xF σQ,

nO = σQ

(

1.57 − 0.63

σF

− 3.29ρ

)

+ xOσQ.

Assuming that values ofxF andxO are small, such that they do not influence if

a corresponding term contributes to semivariance, we use the program described

in Appendix2.8.6 to obtain the semivariance. Solving first order conditions for

minimization of semivariance we obtain:

Condition xF xO

σF < 5/21 1.20 − 0.28/σF + 0.68ρ −1.57 + 0.37/σF − 0.90ρ

5/21 ≤ σF < 2/5 0 0

σF > 2/5 0.60 − 0.24/σF − 0.24ρ −0.92 + 0.37/σF + 0.37ρ

Using thesexF andxO in the expression fornF andnO we obtain:

Condition (nF − 1) /σF nO/σF

σF < 5/21 −0.33 + 0.13
σF

+ ρ
(

2. 09 + 1
σF

)

−0.26
σF

− 4. 19ρ

5/21 ≤ σF < 2/5 −1.53 + 0.41
σF

+ ρ
(

1.41 + 1
σF

)

1.57 − 0.63
σF

− 3.29ρ

σF > 2/5 −0.93 + 0.17
σF

+ ρ
(

1. 17 + 1
σF

)

0.65 − 0.26
σF

− 2. 92ρ

Since there are three domains with differentxF andxO the initial assumption

that they do not influence which terms contribute to semivariance is not satisfied.

So we use the program from Appendix2.8.6with these new values ofnF andnO

to check that the derivedxF andxO are valid.
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In the short commodity case we perform same steps with

nF = 1 − σQ

(

0.04 − 0.22

σF
+

(

1.88 − 1

σF

)

ρ

)

+ xF σQ,

nO = σQ

(

1.57 − 0.63

σF
+ 3.29ρ

)

+ xOσQ.

As a result we get:

Condition xF xO

σF < 5/21 0.37 − 0.09/σF − 0.21ρ −1.57 + 0.37/σF + 0.90ρ

5/21 ≤ σF < 2/5 0 0

σF > 2/5 0.32 − 0.13/σF + 0.13ρ −0.92 + 0.37/σF − 0.37ρ

and

Condition (nF − 1) /σF nO/σF

σF < 5/21 0.33 + 0.13
σF

+ ρ
(

−2. 09 + 1
σF

)

−0.26
σF

+ 4. 19ρ

5/21 ≤ σF < 2/5 −0.04 + 0.22
σF

+ ρ
(

−1.88 + 1
σF

)

1.57 − 0.63
σF

+ 3.29ρ

σF > 2/5 0.28 + 0.09
σF

+ ρ
(

−1. 75 + 1
σF

)

0.65 − 0.26
σF

+ 2.92ρ
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Chapter 3

Estimating the Commodity Market

Price of Risk for Energy Prices

3.1 Introduction

The purpose of this Chapter is to determine the magnitude andsign of the com-

modity “market price of risk” (MPR) in energy markets. The market price of risk

in equity markets is defined as excess return per unit standard deviation,

λ ≡ µ − r

σ
. (3.1)

In comodity markets this definition is complicated by the fact that excess return

in spot commodity prices is also influenced by storage cost and convinience yield.

These additional factors combine with MPR and it is impossible to untangle these

effects to obtain the estimate ofλ.

Futures, on the other hand, refer to the price of commodity ata fixed future

date and otherwise have properties of usual financial contract, so no storage costs

or convinience yield considerations are necessary to connect futures price at two

different dates. Since futures have zero drift in risk neutral measure, the excess
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return on them is equal to drift of futures prices. Hence defining the commodity

market price of risk as a compensation in futures prices per unit standard deviation,

λ =
µ

σ

it permits us to determine whether forward prices are upward- or downward- biased

predictors of future spot prices. Whereas the market price of risk is assumed pos-

itive in financial markets (participants require a premium for bearing risk), its sign

in commodity markets could be negative.

The examination of the market price of risk has been performed in both

financial (equity/bond) and commodity markets:

1. In equity markets, the estimation of the market price of risk — there denoted

also the “Sharpe ratio” — is an enduring empirical and practical phenomenon.

Researchers have addressed both the magnitude as well as thepossible time

variation in that variable. A recent estimate was provided in the AFA Presi-

dential Address of George Constantinides (seeConstantinides, 2002). As is

well known, in (positive “beta”) equity markets, no arbitrage future prices are

downward-biased.1

2. There is significant debate on the question of whether forward prices in en-

ergy markets are biased or unbiased predictors of future expected prices. The

empirical work dating back toHouthakker(1957) and Chang(1985), and

more recentlyFama and French(1987), andBessembinder(1992) showed

that in financial and traditinal commodity futures markets risk premia in gen-

eral satisfies perfect market model, which predicts that risk premia is pro-

portional to the covariance of the futures return with the return on the market

portfolio. On the theoretical side, the model byHirshleifer(1988) related risk

premium to the number of speculators when there is a cost for speculators

1For a zero dividend-yielding stock, the no-arbitrage cash-and-carry model impliesF =
S0 (1 + r)T . For a positive-beta asset, the expected return exceeds therisk free rate,E (ST ) >

S0 (1 + r)
T

= F , and thusF < E (ST ).
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to participate in the market, and found that risk premia has additional posi-

tive component due to the cost. More recently,Routledge and Spatt(2001)

andBessembinder and Lemmon(2002) have related risk premia to volatility

of price changes, risk of price-spikes and uncertainty in quantity demanded.

Empirical work has been performed byDincerler and Ronn(2001), who use

mean-reverting spot prices to obtain a−2.73 estimate of the MPR, andDoran

and Ronn(2003), who consider the commodity Market Price of Risk in the

context of the market price ofvolatility risk.

Finally, the paper byLongstaff and Wang(2004) analyzed daily and hourly

electricity-price data:

“On average, the expected spot price is nearly6.4% higher than the

day-ahead forward price . . . For most of the hours, the medianpremia

are negative, and the overall median across hours is−6.3%. This sug-

gests that the forward premium represents compensation forbearing

the ‘peso-problem’ risk of rare but catastrophic shocks in electricity

prices.”

As will be noted when we contrast our results to those ofLongstaff and

Wang (2004), we find differences on the magnitude, and indeed the sign, of the

market price of risk for electricity, gas and oil products.

Consider first the case for crude-oil.If the Capital Asset Pricing Model ap-

plies to commodities, andif the CAPM “beta” is negative, then the market price of

risk for commodities is negative and we would expect forwardprices to be upward-

biased predictors of expected spot prices:

F > E (ST ) (3.2)

whereE (ST ) is the expected price at the maturity date of the forward contract

F . Such a situation would be expected to prevail if the developed world is a net
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consumer, not producer, of crude-oil, and is therefore “averse” to higher crude-oil

prices and willing to pay a risk premium to avoid such higher prices. In fact, were

we to calculate a regression estimate of beta for crude oil including the turbulent

’70’s and ’80’s, we would indeed find such a negative beta: As oil prices rose in the

’70’s, stock markets declined; as oil prices fell in the ’80’s, stock markets rose.2

In electricity, the argument over a negative beta is less obvious. Although

electricity prices clearly spike upwards, since electricity is entirely domestically

produces, it may have a positive beta: That is, its prices mayrise as a growing

economy increases demand.

Thus, the objective of this research is to address the magnitude and sign of

the commodity market price of risk in electricity and natural gas prices.

There are several implications to the work we propose:

1. On the academic side, we seek to understand the relationship between for-

ward prices and expected prices as an important factor in understanding the

energy markets and their relationship to the other physicaland financial mar-

kets.

2. On the managerial side, understanding that same relationship can assist man-

agers in making more informed hedging decisions.

3. In the energy industry, many firms’ economic/structural desks produce esti-

mates of expected, or forecast, prices. By definition these prices are distinct

from forward prices. The use of such structural prices in thevaluation of

real options must be tempered by explicit recognition that the market price of

risk for commodities is not zero, and that consequently forward prices are not

unbiased predictors of future expected prices.

2An additional argument in favor of the inequality in (3.2) is the skewness of price movements:
For commodity products, when there are big price moves, prices spike, just as they crash for equity
markets. This mirror image, in conjunction with a positive market price of risk for equities (i.e., a
positive risk premium) is suggestive of a negative market price of risk for commodities.
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In futures, we explicitly account for the Samuelson effect “term structure

of volatility” (TSOV). Theoretically TSOV can be explainedby one- or two-factor

models. One factor models can capture only long term effectssince most data is

available for dates long before maturity. The results show that both in electricity

and gas markets MPRs obtained from one factor models are positive. Two factor

models can account for different MPRs for long and short termfactors. We found

that long term MPRs are in agreement with one factor models and short term MPRs

are generally negative for electricity prices and positivefor gas prices. However

statistical power of the tests is low because of insufficientnumber of price observa-

tions close to maturity.

It is possible to investigate short term effects using spot prices of electric-

ity. We examine the relationship between Day-Ahead Prices and Real-Time Prices.

Since Day-Ahead Prices can be viewed as prices of very short dated forward con-

tracts we argue that short term MPRs obtained this way shouldbe comparable to

short term MPRs obtained from futures prices. We found that this is indeed the

case.

These observations support a model byBessembinder and Lemmon(2002)

which predicts that when the distribution of spot power prices becomes positively

skewed, short forward positions incur large losses, since upward spikes in spot

prices are frequent, and the equilibrium forward price is bid up to compensate for

skewness in the spot price distribution. Short term futuresdistribution is signifi-

cantly skewed for seasons with most variable demand for power and we observed

negative short term MPRs in those seasons. In contrast long term futures prices

have reduced skewness which results in positive MPR.

Similar results for short term factor were obtained inLongstaff and Wang

(2004). However they measured risk premia irrespective of volatility of the prices.

Although it makes no difference in their analysis or in our analysis based on spot

prices, it is important in futures markets where TSOV is present.

The analysis of natural gas prices show that the results ofBessembinder and

Lemmon(2002) model cannot be extended to this market. As noted byBessem-
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binder and Lemmon(2002) their model uses assumption that prices determined by

the trades of those who produce and deliver power rather thanby speculators from

outside the power industry. As more outside speculators enter the market the mag-

nitude of the forward premium is expected to decrease. Therefore our result that

short term MPR in natural gas market is positive reflects thatfact that it is a mature

market.

The Chapter is now organized as follows. Section 2 provides the theoretical

model, whereas Section 3 provides empirical results using maximum likelihood

estimation methods. Section 4 then considers pooling the estimators to enhance

statistical significance. Section 5 estimates the market price of risk in Day-Ahead

electricity prices in the Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland (PJM) area. Section 6

reports the empirical results, and Section 7 concludes.

3.2 A Constant Commodity Market Price of Risk

3.2.1 Definition and Statistical Power

Commodity markets are assumed subject to a term structure ofvolatility (TSOV),

σ = σt, with the instantaneous volatilityσt increasing as time to maturity declines.

This greater volatility is driven by the “Samuelson effect”(seeSamuelson, 1965),

wherein he argued that futures prices should exhibit increased volatility as they

approach their maturity date. This approach is consistent with theSchwartz(1997)

one factor mean-reverting model for spot prices: This modelimplied a futures price

which exhibits the Samuelson-type TSOV effect.

As previously noted, the market price of risk (MPR) is a compensation per

unit standard deviation, so that the expected rate of price changeµt = λσt. We

assume that although the drift and volatility of price processes can change, MPR

has much smaller time variability, such that in econometrictests we can postulate

a constantλ. Intuitively the assumption of MPR constancy is motivated by the
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behavioral attribute of a constant compensation per unit standard deviation.

There are two types of data available for energy markets — spot prices and

forward prices. While spot prices are widely employed for estimation of the market

price of risk in financial markets, they cannot be directly used in energy markets.

This follows from the fact that energy at different times should be considered essen-

tially different commodities: Electricity today can be used to heat and air-condition

today, but electricity tomorrow cannot be brought forward to provide energy today.

Since an electricity forward contract refers to the price ofelectricity at specific point

in time, we find time-series of forward prices particularly suited for finding market

price of risk.

Under the assumption of a constant MPR, the evolution of forward prices is

described by the following SDE:

dF = µt F dt + σt F dz = λσt F dt + σt F dz (3.3)

If σt is a constant then

E (FT ) = F exp {λ σ T}

which shows that sign ofλ determines whether forward prices are upward- or

downward- biased predictors of future spot prices.

Discretizing (3.3) we have

∆ ln Ft ≡ ln
Ft+∆t

Ft
=
(

λ − σt

2

)

σt ∆t + σt

√
∆t εt (3.4)

whereσt depends on time to maturity (TSOV effect).

The methodology we propose and implement addresses two issues. The

first is a difficulty of estimation of a drift term with precision — i.e., the issue of

statisticalpower. The second is the robustness of the results due to differentmodels

of TSOV.

In the context of equity prices, the first problem can be resolved only by a
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sufficiently large data set. Although the trade data of a single forward contract are

not enough for determiningλ with sufficient precision, we note that the assumed

constancy of MPR implies thatλ is the same for all contracts on the same commod-

ity. We address this issue by using large set of contracts anddeveloping a procedure

for collecting results from different contracts in a singleestimate.

The second issue of robustness is addressed by comparing results produced

by estimations based on different models of the TSOV. Theoretically TSOV can be

explained by one- or two-factor models. One factor models can capture only long

term effects since most data is available for dates long before maturity.Two factor

models can account for different MPRs for long and short termfactors.

3.2.2 Data Description

For the estimation of market price of risk in energy markets we used forward con-

tract prices from PJM, Cinergy and the European Energy Exchange (EEX) markets.

To compare these results of recently deregulated electricity markets to the more ma-

ture natural gas market we also considered prices of naturalgas forward contract

prices as quoted on the NYMEX for Henry Hub. Table3.1 shows the set of con-

tracts in our data set and span of dates when these contracts were traded.

Table 3.1: Description of Data

Market Contracts Trading Dates

PJM 5/99 − 5/03 3/99 − 10/01
Cinergy 5/99 − 5/03 1/99 − 10/01

EEX monthly 8/02 − 4/04 7/02 − 10/03
EEX quarterly IV/02 − III/05 7/02 − 10/03

EEX yearly 2003 − 2006 7/02 − 10/03
Gas 6/90 − 9/07 4/90 − 12/02

We estimated the market price of risk for each contract and then used a

weighted average to aggregate the results. Since estimation of drift with sufficient
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precision requires large set of data, we did not consider contracts which produce

very unreliable results, i.e., we dropped contracts which had fewer than 30 data

points.

The plots of data are presented in Figures3.1-3.3. These plots demonstrate

that the empirical analysis has to take into account both TSOV and seasonal effects.

(a) PJM (b) Cinergy

Figure 3.1: Daily Returns of Forward Contracts in (a) PJM and(b) Cinergy Markets.
τ is measured in years.
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(a) Monthly

(b) Quarterly

(c) Annual

Figure 3.2: Daily Returns of (a) Monthly, (b) Quarterly and (c) Annual Forward
Contracts in EEX Market.τ is in years.
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(a) Winter (b) Spring

(c) Summer (d) Fall

Figure 3.3: Daily Returns of Gas Forward Contracts with Delivery Months in Dif-
ferent Seasons.τ is in years.

3.2.3 Models of the Term Structure of Volatility (TSOV)

We assume that in general volatility depends on time to maturity τ in the following

way

στ = σ γτ (3.5)

whereσ is a scaling factor andγτ constitutes the time modeling of instantaneous

volatility.

In our modeling of TSOV, we are informed by theSchwartz(1997) one- and

Schwartz and Smith(2000) two-factor models ofspotcommodity prices as shown

in the Table3.2.
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Table 3.2: The Relation Between Commodity Spot-Price Models and TSOV

No. of Spot Form of
Factors Model Futures’ TSOVa

Const Vol d lnS = µ dt + σ dz σ

1 d lnS = κ (θ − ln S) dt + σ dz σe−κτ

2







ln S = x + y
dx = −κ x dt + σ dzx

dy = µydt + σξ dzy

σ
√

e−2κτ + ξ2 b

aDefined as the square root of instantaneous variance oflnFT .
bHere we assumed that the correlation between short term and long term factors does

not significantly influence the form of TSOV. Whenρ = 1 or −1 TSOV is different from
the one factor model by a constant term. The largest difference between two factor and one
factor models occures whenρ = 0. Noting that, in practice,−1 < ρ < 1 we assume that
ρ = 0 to maximally contrast between one- and two-factor models.

Whereas the one-factor model’s infinite-maturity contracthas an asymptotic

variance which tends to zero, in the two-factor case the infinite-maturity variance

asymptotes to the positive constantσξ. Accordingly, the alternative functional

forms for TSOV which we consider are shown in the Table3.2.

Table 3.3: Alternative specifications forγτ

Functional No. of Parameters
Formγτ Factors to be Estimated

1 Constant vol λ, σ
e−κτ Single factor λ, σ, κ

√

e−2κτ + ξ2 Two factor λ, σ, ξ, κ

In testing these models, we will be using the reduced-form equations for

forward prices whereby eq.(3.3) obtains, but using the alternate functional forms
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for στ ,
{

1, e−κτ ,
√

e−2κτ + ξ2
}

.

3.3 Maximum Likelihood Estimators of the Commod-

ity Market Price of Risk

Table3.3shows that different models require different number of parameters to es-

timate. Thus, to use a single framework for all models we needa method which can

incorporate any number of parameters. Method of moments is less suited for this,

since we need to add moments whenever we wish to estimate additional parameters.

On the other hand, Maximum Likelihood is easily adapted to anarbitrary number

of parameters.

Now, from (3.4) the likelihood of a single observations is

1√
2π∆t σγτ

exp











−

[

∆ ln Fτ − σγτ

(

λ − σγτ

2

)

∆t
]2

2∆t σ2γ2
τ











Let

στ ≡ σγτ , whereγτ = 1, e−κτ or
√

e−2κτ + ξ2

x ≡ 1

n

∑

i

xi, sample mean ofx,

xγ ≡ 1

n

∑

i

xi

γi

, sample mean of TSOV adjustedx,

x2
γ =

1

n

∑

i

(

xi

γi

)2

, sample mean of TSOV adjustedx2,

Var (x) =
1

n

∑

i

(xi − x)2 , sample variance ofx,

Var (xγ) =
1

n

∑

i

(

xi

γi

− xγ

)2

, sample variance of TSOV adjustedx.
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Then, log-likelihood is then given by

ln L = − n

2
ln 2π∆t − n ln σ −

∑

i

ln γi

− 1

2σ2∆t

∑

i

[

∆ lnFi − σγi

(

λ − σγi

2

)

∆t
]2

γ2
i

= − n

2
ln 2π∆t − n ln σ − n ln γ

−
n (∆ lnF )2

γ

2σ2∆t
+ n ∆ ln Fγ

λ

σ
− n ∆ ln F

2

− n ∆t λ2

2
+

λσn ∆t γ

2
− σ2n ∆t

8
γ2

from which the first order conditions are

0 =
1

n

∂ ln L

∂λ
=

∆ ln Fγ

σ
− λ∆t +

σ∆t

2
γ

0 =
1

n

∂ ln L

∂σ
=

Var (∆ lnFγ)

σ3∆t
− 1

σ
− σ∆t

4
Var (γ)

0 =
∂ ln L

∂x
, wherex = κ, or ξ.

The solution of the first two equations with positiveσ is

σ =

√

2

√

1 + Var (γ) Var (∆ lnFγ) − 1

∆t Var (γ)
(3.6)

λ =
∆ ln Fγ

∆tσ
+

σγ

2
(3.7)

The remaining first-order conditions are solved numerically to obtain estimates of

κ andξ.

In the constant volatility caseγ ≡ 1, Var (γ) = 0 and the expression (3.6)

has to be used carefully, sinceVar (γ) = 0 makes the denominator equal zero.

To resolve this problem take limitVar (γ) → 0 in (3.6) to obtain the following
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expression:

σ =

√

Var (∆ ln F )

∆t
. (3.8)

Note that (3.7) has a simple intuitive interpretation: The market price of

risk λ is given by the ratio of TSOV-adjusted average returnsp̄γ to the estimator

of volatility σ, adjusted for the annualized time interval∆t and the Ito’s Lemma

correction
σγ

2
. From the above expressions (3.6) and (3.7) it is clear that the critical

differences in estimations in the different models are attributable mostly toVar (γ).

If Var (γ) is small, then the estimators for the alternative TSOV models should

produce similar results.
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Figure 3.4: Market Price of Risk Estimations. Error Bars Denote Standard Devia-
tions.

The error of estimation is found by computing the following covariance ma-
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trix setting values of parameters to estimated from the firstorder conditions

Σ =

(

− ∂2 ln L

∂xk∂xl

)−1

,

wherexk is one of the parameters from Table3.3.

The results of computation ofλ for each contract are presented on Figure3.4.

3.4 Long and Short-Term MPRs

Two factor model discussed section3.2.3 was considered from point of view of

explanation of TSOV observed in futures prices. Once TSOV was modeled we used

(3.3) to estimate market price of risk. However since the factorsare independent

their associated MPR’s can be different. In this section we analyze the possibility

of different values of MPR for long- and short-term factors.

We start with SDE for forward contracts under the historicalmeasure (see

Schwartz and Smith, 2000)

dFt

Ft
=
(

e−κτλsσ + λlσξ
)

dt + e−κτσdzs + σξdzl

where subscripts (l) refers to short-term (long-term) factor parameters. Discretiz-

ing we have

∆ ln Ft =

(

e−κτλsσ + λlσξ − σ2 (e−2κτ + ξ2 + 2e−κτρ ξ)

2

)

∆t

+ e−κτσ
√

∆tεs + σξ
√

∆tεl.

In our time series analysis, we observe only combination of long- and short-term
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innovations. Thus, we combine them in a single term3 as follows

e−κτσ
√

∆tεs + σξ
√

∆tεl = στ

√
∆tεt

whereεt ∼ N (0, 1) and

σ2
τ = σ2e−2κτ + σ2ξ2 + 2e−κτρ σ2ξ.

So we have

∆ lnFt =

(

λse
−κτσ + λlσξ − σ2

τ

2

)

∆t + στ

√
∆tεt.

Following the discussion in footnote (b) to the Table3.2we takeρ = 0, so that

σ2
τ = σ2γ2

τ = σ2
(

e−2κτ + ξ2
)

,

whereγτ is the same as for the two factor model in Table3.3). Using the above

expression the likelihood of a single observations is

1√
2π∆t σγτ

exp











−

[

∆ ln Fτ −
(

λse
−κτσ + λlσξ − σ2γ2

τ

2

)

∆t
]2

2 σγ2
τ∆t











Log-likelihood is then given by

ln L = −n

2
ln 2π∆t − n ln σ −

∑

i

ln γi

− 1

2σ2∆t

∑

i

[

∆ ln Fi −
(

λse
−κτi + λlξ −

σ(e−2κτi+ξ2)
2

)

σ∆t

]2

γ2
i

.

3Note difference withSchwartz and Smith(2000), where they used filtering theory to deduce
how much innovation comes separately from long- and short-term factors.
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The first order conditions

0 =
∂ ln L

∂x
, wherex = λs, λl, σ, ξ orκ

are solved numerically to obtainλs, λl, σ, ξ and κ.

3.5 A Pooled Estimate for MPR

As is well-known, a long time series of prices is required to attain statistical signifi-

cance in the estimation of the drift terms in a financial time series. Thus one should

always be concerned with the potential problem of statistical significance when

attempting to extract a drift/expected return/market price of risk estimate from a

time-series of returns. We address this issue by pooling theinformation available

in the multiple time-series cross-sectional richness of the forward curve. In so do-

ing, we assume the market price of risk is the same across contracts of the same

commodity (e.g., all PJM forward contracts) but may differ from that in companion

markets (forward contracts in Cinergy or NatGas).

For this purpose, assume that the estimationλi from a forward contracti

is marginally distributed asλi ∼ N (λ, σ2
i ). The correlation between estimations

λi andλj is ρij . To the extent that these estimatorsλi andλj are estimated using

contemporaneous price data, they share exposure to the samesources of “noise,”

resulting in the correlationCorr (λi, λj) ≥ 0.

1. Therefore we have

λ ∼ N (λ1,Σ)

whereλ = (λ1, ..., λn)′, 1 = (1, ..., 1)′, Σij = σiσjρij . We may now estimate

a pooled, aggregateλ in following way:

2. Each component ofλ is a normal: λi ∼ N (λ, σ2
i ). Then definingεi ≡
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(λi − λ) /σi we have thatεi are distributed

ε ∼ N (0, ρ)

whereε = (ε1, ..., εn)
′.

3. Define

λ̂ ≡ σ̃

n

∑

i

λi

σi

where
1

σ̃
=

1

n

∑

i

1

σi

then

λ̂ = λ +
σ̃

n

∑

i

εi

is an unbiased estimator with standard deviation

σ̂ =
σ̃

n

√

∑

i

∑

j

ρij (3.9)

4. Since correlation coefficients are nonnegative it is obvious from (3.9) that the

pooling procedure has best power whenρ is an identity matrix. On the other

hand if we assume thatλi andλj are estimated using overlapping intervals of

the same data series then, as shown in the Appendix3.9.1, the correlation can

be approximated as

ρij =
nij√
ninj

,

wherenij - number of observation days common to both contractsi andj,

ni is the number of observation days for contracti, andnj is the number of

observation days for contractj. We then have

σ̃√
n
≤ σ̂ ≤ σ̃

n

√

n + 2
∑

j

∑

i<j

nij√
ninj

(3.10)
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5. Report pooling results with both low and high estimates ofstandard deviation.

3.6 Day-Ahead Prices as Forward Contracts

A partial answer to the sign and magnitude of the commodity market price of risk

in electricity can be obtained by examining electricity prices in the Pennsylvania-

New Jersey-Maryland (PJM) area. Such electricity prices trade for both the day-

ahead market, as well as real-time prices each hour the next day. Thus, the day-

ahead market serves as the “forward” price for subsequentlyrealized prices. It is

instructive therefore to apply the relationship (3.3)’s dF = λ σtF dt + σtF dz, and

then compute the empirical estimate ofλ.

Since Day-ahead prices can be considered one-day forward contracts, we

can use the framework described above with the appropriate modifications. In this

case, since each contract is observed just at two days there is no TSOV problems in

calculations. However the estimators ofσ can and do differ by seasons, and so may

the market price of risk.

Taking Day-ahead prices as the initial price of the contract, and spot prices

as the final price, we may apply (3.4) to Day-ahead prices to produce

ln
RTT

DAT
=

(

λσT − σ2
T

2

)

∆t + σT

√
∆tεT (3.11)

whereRTT is real-time price at dateT , andDAT Day-ahead price which is set

at dateT − 1 for the electricity to be delivered at dateT . The daily volatilityσT

changes from season to season. AssumingσT to be constantwithin a given season,

we alternately use method of moments or MLE to estimate the market price of risk.
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3.6.1 Method of Moments

MLE results for constant volatility case, which were obtained above, can be dirrectly

applied to estimateλ from (3.11). So we turn our attention to Method of Moments

estimation. The process to be estimated is

ln
RTT

DAT

−
(

λσ − σ2

2

)

∆t = σ
√

∆tεT

For which the first and second moments are:

∑

T

ln
RTT

DAT

− n

(

λσ − σ2

2

)

∆t = σ
√

∆t
∑

T

εT (3.12)

∑

T

[

ln
RTT

DAT
−
(

λσ − σ2

2

)

∆t

]2

= σ2∆t
∑

T

ε2
T (3.13)

If the large number of observations are available the samplemoments approxi-

mately equal to true values of moments:

∑

T

εT ' E (εT ) = 0

∑

T

ε2
T '

∑

T

E
(

ε2
T

)

= n

Therefore (3.12) and (3.13) become

ln
RT

DA
−
(

λσ − σ2

2

)

∆t = 0

(

ln
RT

DA

)2

− 2 ln
RT

DA

(

λσ − σ2

2

)

∆t +

(

λσ − σ2

2

)2

∆t2 = σ2∆t.
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Solving these equations forσ andλ we get estimators

σ̂ =
1√
∆t

√

n

n − 1
Var

(

ln
RT

DA

)

(3.14)

λ̂ =
σ̂

2
+

ln
RT

DA
σ̂∆t

(3.15)

But we can do more than this. In appendix3.9.2we show that this is aconsistent

estimator ofλ and estimate finite data size bias.

3.7 Results

Our empirical results, for all markets and all seasons, are presented in the Table3.7.
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Market Model Winter Spring Summer Fall All

Const vol
0.34

(0.11, 0.24)
a 0.26

(0.11, 0.24)
0.44

(0.11, 0.24)
0.34

(0.11, 0.24)
0.35

(0.06, 0.23)

Gas 1 Factor
0.39

(0.11, 0.24)
0.35

(0.11, 0.24)
0.47

(0.11, 0.24)
0.39

(0.11, 0.24)
0.40

(0.06, 0.23)

Long Term
0.60

(0.23, 0.47)
0.19

(0.22, 0.46)
0.51

(0.24, 0.47)
0.30

(0.26, 0.54)
0.40

(0.12, 0.45)

Short Term
0.08

(0.30, 0.60)
0.70

(0.34, 0.71)
0.53

(0.38, 0.75)
0.59

(0.32, 0.67)
0.46

(0.17, 0.64)

Const vol
3.11

(0.23, 0.93)
2.51

(0.23, 0.93)
3.01

(0.36, 1.00)
3.08

(0.30, 1.18)
2.97

(0.15, 0.97)

EEX 1 Factor
2.76

(0.23, 0.93)
2.07

(0.23, 0.93)
2.54

(0.36, 1.00)
2.71

(0.31, 1.19)
2.58

(0.15, 0.97)

Long Term
1.25

(1.22, 2.23)
0.81

(1.17, 2.32)
1.33

(0.74, 1.69)
1.55

(1.28, 2.25)
1.31

(0.56, 1.59)

Short Term
2.99

(0.76, 1.39)
2.83

(0.92, 1.81)
5.41

(0.94, 2.16)
4.09

(0.98, 1.72)
3.46

(0.43, 1.23)

Const vol
−0.01

(0.28, 0.49)
0.58

(0.32, 0.51)
0.08

(0.29, 0.51)
−0.26

(0.28, 0.51)
0.07

(0.15, 0.45)

Cinergy 1 Factor
0.09

(0.28, 0.49)
0.53

(0.32, 0.52)
0.15

(0.30, 0.51)
−0.12

(0.28, 0.51)
0.14

(0.15, 0.45)

Long Term
1.04

(1.67, 2.26)
0.72

(0.54, 0.79)
0.45

(0.40, 0.67)
1.09

(0.82, 1.36)
0.70

(0.32, 0.89)

Short Term
−2.28

(2.48, 3.36)
1.17

(1.89, 2.76)
−2.18

(1.26, 2.12)
−1.69

(1.17, 1.96)
−1.45

(0.75, 2.12)

Const vol
0.16

(0.30, 0.51)
0.22

(0.31, 0.53)
0.49

(0.31, 0.52)
0.44

(0.31, 0.55)
0.33

(0.15, 0.48)

PJM 1 Factor
0.23

(0.31, 0.51)
0.20

(0.31, 0.54)
0.49

(0.31, 0.52)
0.58

(0.31, 0.55)
0.38

(0.15, 0.48)

Long Term
1.03

(0.66, 1.16)
0.84

(0.46, 0.77)
0.20

(0.44, 0.74)
0.78

(0.59, 0.95)
0.65

(0.26, 0.81)

Short Term
−1.81

(1.40, 2.43)
1.02

(2.29, 3.84)
−0.30

(1.01, 1.69)
−1.19

(1.07, 1.72)
−0.70

(0.65, 2.00)

Day-Ahead MLE −6.13 (0.56) 0.54 (0.56) −1.64 (0.63) −1.51 (0.57) −1.82 (0.57)
PJM MM −6.13 (1.40) 0.55 (1.15) −1.63 (1.07) −1.50 (1.21) −1.82 (0.59)

aNumbers in brackets denote low and high estimates of standard errors

Inspecting the rusults we establish the following:

1. Whereas the sign of many of the commodity market price of risk estimates

in domestic markets (PJM forwards, Cinergy, Gas) is positive, most are not

statistically significant.
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2. In the EEX market, the market price of risk is significantlypositive.

3. The statistical procedure that we established was able toproduce only marginally

significant results from the data available to us: Although results mostly in-

significant if larger bound on̂σ from (3.10) is used, they generally tend to be

significant if we use smaller bound on̂σ.

4. The results corresponding to different TSOVs agree with each other in that the

MPR is positive. Since the bulk of observations of futures prices is far from

maturity we argue that MPR estimated in this way correspondsto long term

factor. Also we note that in all, but EEX markets the use of more explanatory

model for MPR (the model with more parameters) produces morepositive

results.

5. The long term MPR of full two factor model agrees in sign with MPRs esti-

mations where single MPR were estimated from data.

6. The short term MPR is negative in domestic electricity markets and positive

in EEX and Natural Gas markets. While positivity of short term MPR in gas

markets can be explained by their maturity, as was noted inBessembinder

and Lemmon(2002), the positivity of short term MPR in EEX could be at-

tributed to the market design or structure of the contracts and requires further

investigation.

7. The MPR for Day-ahead PJM prices is significantly negativefor all seasons

but Spring. Notwithstanding that the most dramatic price spikes occur at

the hourly, not daily level, the market appears to have takencognizance of

this reality, and priced averagedaily prices at a premium relative to the aver-

age hourly prices, compensating those giving up the price-spikiness of spot

hourly electricity prices by selling a fixed-price in the day-ahead market. If

anything, the magnitude of the prevailing negative market price of risk begs

the question of whether other effects — not just the market price of risk —

are also present. The signs of short term MPR in different seasons can be
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explained in line of theBessembinder and Lemmon(2002) model. While

in all but spring seasons the demand variability is significant so that MPR is

negative. Since in spring the variability of demand is reduced the hedging

pressure on the market participants is diminished and MPR ispositive.

8. Signs of MPR for Day-ahead prices are the same for different seasons as for

longer dated futures in PJM markets. This means that both day-ahead and

longer dated futures could be used to find short term MPR.

3.8 Conclusion

This Chapter addressed the magnitude and sign of the commodity “market price of

risk” (MPR) for electricity and natural-gas prices. This MPR determines whether

forward prices in energy are upward- or downward-biased predictors of future ex-

pected spot prices. We evaluate that risk premium by estimating the drift term in

spot and forward prices. In futures prices, we explicitly account for the Samuel-

son effect “term structure of volatility.” In spot prices ofelectricity, we examine

the relationship between Day-Ahead Prices and Real-Time Prices. We found that

in domestic electicity markets the MPR is negative, when short term horizons are

considered. This result coincided with the results byLongstaff and Wang(2004)

and supports hedging pressure conjecture inBessembinder and Lemmon(2002)

model. In contrast toLongstaff and Wang(2004) we investigated not only short

term risk premium but also long term and found that hedging pressure is reduced

when longer time horizons are considered. The analysis of gas prices provided fur-

the support toBessembinder and Lemmon(2002) model in that the more mature

markets should not have hedging pressure effect since they contain many nonindus-

try participants. Finally we found that contrary to the intuition that in fairly new

EEX market the short term MPR is expected to be negative, actual risk premium

is positive for both short and long time horizons. This couldbe explained by the

market design, structure of the contracts or early participation of outside of indus-

try investors. To pinpoint actual reasons require further investigation of this market,
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which lies outiside the scope of the current work.

We see this work as part of an on-going attempt to understand better the

relationship between energy markets and other physical andfinancial markets, for

incorporating the risk premium in making informed hedging decisions in industry,

and for relating futures prices to the forecast prices produced by industry.

3.9 Appendicies

3.9.1 Correlation Between MPR Estimators

Consider the problem of finding the correlation between estimators ofλ obtained

from overlapping portions of same data series. That is consider two forward con-

tracts and assume that innovationsεt are same for both contracts on overlapping

days. Suppose we know prices of the contracts overn1 andn2 days correspond-

ingly, and onn12 days we have observations for both contracts (see Figure??).

First consider the problem in the case when volatility is constant for which

both maximum likelihood and method of moments estimators. Comparing (3.8)

and (3.7) with (3.14) and (3.15) we note that these estimators differ from each other

only by the estimate ofσ: while in maximum likelihood method it is computed

using sample variance of∆ ln F in method of moments unbiased sample variance

is used. For large enough samples this difference is negligible. As a result if the

sample size is large the difference in correlations betweenestimators ofλ should

be negligible for the two methods of estimation. While we arenot aware of the

result that allows us to calculate the correlation between MLE estimators that use

overlapping data we can find its approximate value when method of moments is

used.

Since volatility can be estimated with much better precission than the drift,

the most voriability ofλ̂ comes from drift estimation. So we use simplifying as-

sumption thatσ of the process is known exactly. We start with (3.12) and the
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estimator of̂λ:

λ̂ =
σ

2
+

∆ ln F

σ∆t

= λ +
1

n
√

∆t

∑

T

εT .

This estimator has variance

Var
(

λ̂
)

=
1

n∆t
.

So the covariance of estimators obtained from overlapping sequences is

Cov
(

λ̂1, λ̂2

)

= E
((

λ̂1 − λ
)(

λ̂2 − λ
))

=
1

n1n2∆t
E







t
(1)
f
∑

t=t
(1)
i

εt

t
(2)
f
∑

t=t
(2)
i

εt







=
1

n1n2∆t
E







t
(1)
f
∑

t=t
(1)
i

ε2
t







=
n12

n1n2∆t
.

Hence the correlation is

ρ12 =
Cov

(

λ̂1, λ̂2

)

√

Var
(

λ̂1

)

Var
(

λ̂2

)

=
n12√
n1n2

3.9.2 Finite Size Bias of Method of Moments Estimators

We start with (3.12) and (3.13). In section3.6.1we set sample moments to be equal

to values of true moments. Here we relax this assumption.
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1. Solve (3.12) and (3.13) for σ andλ:

λ =
ln

RT

DA
σ∆t

+
σ

2
−
∑

T εT

n∆t
(3.16)

σ =
1√
∆t

√

√

√

√

√

n2 Var

(

ln
RT

DA

)

n
∑

T ε2
T − (

∑

T εT )2 (3.17)

2. Introduce random variables.

η =
1

n

∑

T

εT

δ = 1 − n
∑

T ε2
T −

∑

T

∑

T ′ εT εT ′

n (n − 1)

Note that expectations of these variables are equal to zero and variances de-

crease asn increases.

3. Use (3.14), (3.15), (3.17) and definitions ofη andδ to rewrite (3.16) and as

the following

λ̂ =
√

1 − δ

(

λ +
η√
∆t

)

+ δ
ln

RT

DA
σ̂∆t

4. Taking expectation of̂λ andλ̂2

E
(

λ̂
)

= λE
(√

1 − δ
)

+ E
( η

∆t

√
1 − δ

)

E
(

λ̂2
)

= λ2 + E

[

η2

∆t
(1 − δ)

]

+ E
(

δ2
)

(

ln
RT

DA

)2

σ̂2∆t2

5. Using the fact thatεT are standard normal IID’s and keeping only lowest
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orders ofn we have

E
(

δ2
) ∼= 2

n − 1

E
(

(1 − δ) η2
) ∼= 1

n

E
(√

1 − δ
)

∼= 1 − 1

4n

E (ηδ) = E (δ) = E (η) = E
(

η
√

1 − δ
)

= 0

resulting in the mean and variance ofλ̂:

E
(

λ̂
)

' λ

(

1 − 1

4n

)

Var
(

λ̂
)

' 1

n

(

1

∆t

(

1 +
2p̄2

σ̂2∆t

)

+
λ̂

2

)

.

Hence the unbiased estimator is

λ̂

1 − 1
4n

' λ̂

(

1 +
1

4n

)
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Chapter 4

Interruptible Electricity Contracts

from an Electricity Retailer’s Point

of View: Valuation and Optimal

Interruption

Introduction

The market for one of the most important commodities in today’s economic en-

vironment, electricity, has recently undergone significant changes. For most of

its North American history, electricity in each geographical region was generated,

transmitted, and distributed by one heavily regulated, vertically integrated company.

The electricity industry is currently in transition towards a restructured market with

many more market players in each region, most of which will provide only a part

of the services provided by the original participants.1

1For a general introduction to restructured electricity markets, seeStoft (2002). For a description
of “Standard Market Design” of restructured electricity markets as envisaged by the U.S. Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission, seeUnited States of America Federal Energy Regulatory Commis-
sion(2002).
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In the regulated environment, risks to the market participants were mitigated

by the mechanism of regulated cost recovery. However, underrestructuring, and

facing competition, such cost recovery is unlikely or limited, creating the need for

the use of financial risk management tools and techniques. Tomitigate financial

risk, new financial products have been developed and existing tools for manage-

ment of supply and demand are being used. Among the latter is the interruptible

contract, which allows one party to renege on its obligationto provide electricity to

the other party a certain number of times over a certain period of time. The work of

Rassenti, Smith, and Wilson(2002) discusses the deregulation movement in elec-

tricity markets and provides experimental evidence demonstrating that the use of

interruptible contracts is an effective way for reducing oreven eliminating strategic

behavior on the part of electricity generators.

Interruptible contracts existed in the regulated electricity industry, mostly as

a way to prioritize interruption schedules in an emergency.They have become more

prominent as a risk management tool after the two Californiaelectricity crises, in

the summer of 1998 and the winter of 2001.2 During the 1990’s and prior to 1998,

while interruptible contracts provided the right to interruption by the utility, these

rights were rarely exercised, leading to a skewed perception of their risk among

customers. Since signing up for an interruptible contract provided a discount on

the retail price of electricity, many customers that never intended to be interrupted,

such as hospitals, schools and nursing homes signed their electric load on interrupt-

ible contracts. Unsurprisingly, when called to interrupt,these customers refused

to do so. See the report by the Energy division of the California Public Utilities

Commission (2001).

In this work we provide a valuation framework for interruptible contracts

from the point of view of an electricity retailer and study how these contracts may

2Although they possibly existed earlier, the earliest mention of interruptible contracts in the
literature that we are familiar with refers to interruptible contracts for natural gas to industrial clients
in the 1930’s and 1940’s. SeeTroxel (1949), page 14, andSmith (1946), page 421. Interruptible
contracts in electricity are mentioned inRaver(1951), page 293, andLee (1953), page 184, for
industrial clients in the 1940’s and 1950’s in the Columbia river basin in the Pacific Northwest of
the United States.
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help such a retailer reduce its exposure to fluctuations in the demand and supply of

electricity.3 A recent paper byKamat and Oren(2002) presents a simple form of

an interruptible contract in which one party can interrupt the other once over two

possible interruption opportunities, and where it is assumed that interruption does

not influence the spot electricity price.

In our work, we extend and generalize the paper ofKamat and Oren(2002)

in several directions. First, we allow for the possibility of multiple interruptions

over many possible interruption dates, possibly with dailyfrequency, when there is

a limit on the total number of interruptions.4 Second, we allow for different types

of interruptible contracts. Different types of contracts may generate differences in

the optimal interruption policy, since in some cases the cost of interruption may be

sunk.

Finally, the most important difference between our work andthat ofKamat

and Oren(2002), as well as other papers in the literature, involves the impact of the

interruption on the spot price of electricity. WhileKamat and Oren(2002) consider

reduced form models for electricity prices (either geometric Brownian motion, or a

mean-reverting process with jumps), we construct a structural model in which the

spot price of electricity is determined by supply and demand.

To our knowledge, the first paper in the literature that provides a theoretical

framework for studying interruptible contracts is the paper by Brown and Johnson

(1969), who recognize that interruption of service is a natural consequence of an

economic environment where resources are priced prior to the realization of uncer-

tain demand. The paper byTschirhart and Jen(1979) discusses the problem of seg-

3In our setting, an electricity retailer has agreed to provide electricity to satisfy the demand of its
customers — a practice known as “load following”. To serve this load, the electricity retailer either
owns generating assets or has access to generating assets, for example through bilateral agreements.
The excess load has to be served through purchases in the spotelectricity market. Examples of such
retailers include Pacific Gas and Electric and Southern California Edison in California, and TXU,
Reliant, and AEP in the Electric Reliability Council of Texas.

4The work ofKamat and Oren(2002) can be extended to accommodate multiple interruptions
when there is no limit on the total number of interruptions. In addition,Kamat and Oren(2002)
allow for multiple notification times and provide closed form solutions.
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menting the customers of a monopolistic retailer into service priority classes, with

the objective of maximizing the monopolist’s profit in a two period setting.Chao

and Wilson(1987) prove that introducing a few service priority classes together

with an appropriate price menu results in overall efficiencygains and dominates

random rationing.Chao, Oren, Smith, and Wilson(1988) refine the implementation

discussed inChao and Wilson(1987) and describe the effect of interruptible con-

tracts in monopolistic and oligopolistic market structures. Oren and Smith(1992)

use interruptible contracts to design and implement a modelto reduce annual peaks

in electricity demand.Caves and Herriges(1992) use stochastic dynamic program-

ming to maximize expected benefits from an interruptible program. In our work

we use a similar formulation and extend the work ofCaves and Herriges(1992) by

quantifying the benefit of interruption based on a model of supply and demand of

electricity. In addition, we allow for two types of interruptible contracts, flexibil-

ity in the amount of daily interrupted load, and interactionbetween the amount of

interrupted load and the benefit to the electricity retailer.

In our setting it is crucial to use a structural model that incorporates demand

in determining electricity prices because much of the benefit to an electricity retailer

from interrupting a load comes not from avoiding servicing the interrupted load, but

instead from reducing the total load to the system, leading to system-wide lower

prices. This feature is very valuable to an electricity retailer that needs to resort

to the spot market to cover some of its demand since spot prices can spike to high

levels when supply is tight. By using its rights to interrupt, the electricity retailer

is able to effectively reduce its demand, reducing its reliance on the spot market

and also decreasing the spikes in electricity prices associated with high demand

and tight supply. The key observation is that by judiciouslyexercising the right to

interrupt, demand can be reduced when supply and demand conditions are such that

price spikes would otherwise occur.

The structural model we develop is based on the equilibrium between sup-

ply and demand of electricity. We present data that indicatethat fluctuations in

demand are mainly driven by temperature fluctuations, and proceed to model tem-
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perature using an autoregressive process, which is statistically estimated using over

50 years of temperature data. Supply, on the other hand, is modeled through the

“supply curve,” which orders electricity generating plants based on their marginal

generation cost. Due to differences in the generating technologies that are marginal

at different levels of production, we model the supply curveusing a two-regime

model. In addition, supply is allowed to fluctuate due to outages and transmission

constraints.

The combination of the demand and supply models generates many of the

observed characteristics of electricity prices. In particular, we can generate both

mean-reversion in electricity prices, as well as short-lived spikes. We attribute

mean-reversion in prices to mean-reversion in temperature, while spikes are gen-

erated by the two-regime model for supply of generation. Using this structural

model we are able to numerically value interruptible contracts and determine the

optimal interruption policy, from the point of view of the electricity retailer.

Our findings indicate that interruptible contracts are veryvaluable to elec-

tricity retailers with limited amounts of generation available. The intuition for this

result is clear, since an electricity retailer with limitedgeneration needs to rely on

the spot market to provide most of the electricity demanded by its customers, and

interruptible contracts mitigate the need to resort to the spot market by reducing

both the demand and the spot price. We also find that the type ofan interruptible

contract can have a large effect on the value of the contract.For example, an inter-

ruptible contract that provides an up-front discount to theentire customer load can

be very costly to the electricity retailer due to the sunk nature of the compensation.

The electricity retailer would prefer to sign contracts that provide compensation

upon interruption, and an optimal mix between the two contract types depends on

the characteristics of the retailer’s clients. In that direction,Fahrioglu and Alvarado

(2000) andFahrioglu and Alvarado(2001) discuss methods for an electricity retailer

to estimate the demand among its customers for interruptible contracts and describe

an incentive structure that encourages customers to revealtheir true value of power.

As well as valuing interruptible contracts, our model can beused as a small part
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in a larger optimal allocation problem, where the electricity retailer determines the

optimal mix of generation assets and interruptible contracts.

When multiple electricity retailers serve the same area, the interruption pol-

icy of each retailer is influenced by the actions of the other retailers. Since interrup-

tion is costly, competing retailers try to free-ride, resulting in less efficient use of

interruptible contracts. We study this situation in a setting with identical electricity

retailers and find that, on one hand, interruptions occur at higher system-wide loads,

while, on the other hand, the value of interruptible contracts drops as the number

of retailers increases. While competition lessens the incentive of any single retailer

to introduce interruptible contracts, we find that the valueof interruptible contracts

remains high in situations where electricity retailers have limited generation avail-

able.

The rest of this Chapter is organized as follows: Section4.1 describes the

market setting as well as the different forms of interruptible contracts we consider.

Section4.2describes the structural model for electricity prices thatlinks electricity

demand and generation supply. The model is calibrated with data from the Elec-

tric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT) System. In Section 4.3 we formulate

a stochastic control problem for the valuation of interruptible contracts from the

point of view of a risk-neutral electricity retailer, and describe the optimal interrup-

tion strategy as well as the value for the different forms of interruptible contracts.

In Section4.4 we discuss the case of multiple electricity retailers with interrupt-

ible contracts serving the same geographical area. Section4.5 concludes. In Ap-

pendix4.6.1we collect all the notation used throughout this Chapter. InAppen-

dices4.6.2, 4.6.3, 4.6.4we derive the technical results necessary for the solution of

the problems formulated in Sections4.3, 4.4 and discuss the implementation and

performance of the numerical algorithm.
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4.1 Model

4.1.1 Market description

We consider the case of a large retailer of electricity that contracts with retail cus-

tomers in a specified geographic area to provide electricityto satisfy all their elec-

tricity demand. The retailer charges a fixed retail price perunit of electricity,pretail,

to each of its customers. Prices are typically differentiated by customer class, but

we will ignore this issue here. The retailer has available a certain generation capac-

ity, Lgen, either through the ownership of generators or through forward purchase

agreements, or longer term bilateral contracts. We assume that the cost of this elec-

tricity available to the retailer is fixed in advance atpgen and does not depend on the

spot price of electricity. To the extent that it is hedged by long-term contracts, the

retailer’s exposure to the spot prices would be reduced. A typical retailer may not

be completely hedged for all of its peak demand however, and so would be exposed

at the margin to the spot prices. When demand is higher than the generation ca-

pacity available to the electricity retailer, the retaileris forced to serve the demand

through purchases in the spot electricity market.5

In our model we assume that the retailer utilizes all power available from

its own generators first, and then turns to the energy market.To be consistent, in

the event that the generation available is greater than the load, the retailer can sell

the surplus in the spot market. In the examples we consider, we focus on situations

where the electricity retailer almost never has enough generation capacity available

to serve the entire demand without resorting to the spot market. In practice, capacity

may be purchased in advance and be truly sunk, while the generation of energy

incurs additional costs that may be avoidable. With appropriate re-definition of

5This market setting is very similar to the one faced by PacificGas and Electric and Southern
California Edison shortly after electricity deregulationin California. It is also similar to the situ-
ation faced by retailers in ERCOT who choose to meet their demand through purchases from the
“balancing market.” One such ERCOT retailer, Texas Commercial Energy, that relied primarily on
balancing market purchases and did not have any interruptible contracts went bankrupt after being
exposed to high balancing market prices in February 2003.
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prices this case can be treated with the model we develop.

Regarding the customers of the electricity retailer, we assume that they can

only purchase electricity from the retailer and can only useelectricity for con-

sumption; i.e., they cannot resell it. The customers belongto one of two cate-

gories: they are either “residential,” with fluctuating demandLresidential,t; or, they

are “industrial” with constant demandLindustrial. Under this specification, “indus-

trial” customers may include both industrial and commercial users of electricity.

In fact, industrial demand may also vary with time, complicating the design of

the interruptible contracts because of the difficulty in setting a “baseline” for in-

terruption of demand — seeBorenstein(2004). Total demand for dayt is equal to

Lresidential,t+Lindustrial. We abstract from the intra-day variation in demand by assum-

ing thatLresidential,t + Lindustrial represents the average demand during on-peak hours

in dayt and that the average demand during on-peak hours is the main determinant

of market price.

4.1.2 Interruptible contracts

There are several variants of interruptible contracts offered by retailers of electricity.

In its most general form, an interruptible contract betweena retailer and a customer

allows the retailer to interrupt part or all of the supply of electricity to the customer

over some period of time in exchange for some form of pecuniary compensation.

In most cases, the retailer does not physically interrupt the customer, but rather

gives the customer an advance notice, typically between 30 minutes and 24 hours,

requesting curtailment of the customer’s load. Failure of the customer to curtail the

load to the specified level can lead to severe penalties, effectively resulting in the

interruption of the customer’s load. We will assume, for therest of this part, that

all loads are either served or interrupted. Interrupted loads are compensated for the

interruption according to the provisions of the interruptible contract.

We focus on two particular types of interruptible contractsthat appear to be

among the most common. A detailed description of these contracts, as well as back-
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ground on their use in California is available from the report of the Energy Division

of the California Public Utilities Commission (seeCalifornia, 2001). We assume

that interruptible contracts are between the retailer and “industrial” customers only,

and that upon request, the customer always curtails the requested load.

The first form of an interruptible contract, which we call apay-in-advance

contract, allows the electricity retailer to interrupt a given percentage of an “in-

dustrial” customer’s load a fixed number of times over the life of the contract. In

exchange, the customer receives a discount on the retail price of electricity for the

customer’s entire load,Lundercontract, and payspreducedper unit of electricity, rather

thanpretail. Typical values for the parameters of this contract are a 15%discount on

the retail price in exchange for 10 daily interruptions of 20% of the customer’s load

over the period of one year.

The second form of an interruptible contract, which we call apay-as-you-go

contract, allows the electricity retailer to interrupt part of a customer’s load a fixed

number of times in exchange for compensation,pfine, per unit of load interrupted.

This compensation is typically chosen to be considerably higher than the retail price

pretail. Typical values for the parameters of this contract allow for 10 interruptions

with compensation,pfine, ranging from $150 per MWh to $600 per MWh of in-

terrupted electricity, depending in part on whether noticeof interruption is given

the day before interruption or with shorter notice such as one hour in advance of

interruption. In this work we will focus on interruptible contracts where notice of

interruption is given the day before interruption.6

Besides constraints on the total number of interruptions, other constraints

may also exist for both pay-in-advance and pay-as-you-go contracts. For example,

the number of consecutive days of interruption may be limited, or no more than a

certain number of interruptions may occur over a short period of time.

Assuming that the number of interruptible contracts signedbetween an elec-

tricity retailer and “industrial” customers is large, and that the load interrupted un-

6Kamat and Oren(2002) discuss the valuation of interruptible contracts with multiple notification
times, rather than multiple interruptions, in the context of a reduced form model of electricity prices.
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der each contract is comparatively small, the individual constraints are not binding

on the an electricity retailer’s actions, since the retailer can pool all the contracts to-

gether. For example, the number of times a particular customer may be interrupted

is not relevant for the retailer, so long as the retailer is careful to rotate interruptions

between all of its customers. From the retailer’s point of view, pooling simplifies the

management of the portfolio of interruptible contracts. For each type of interrupt-

ible contract, the retailer need only keep track of the maximum amount available

for daily interruption and of the total remaining amount of interruption until the

end of the year. We assume that the pooling approximation is valid, and that all

interruptible contracts are effective over the same period.

Contractual limits on the exercise pattern can be used as a way to discrimi-

nate among customers with different cost profiles. In the context of a larger model

that incorporates customer information, a retailer could minimize cost by designing

interruptible contracts with different exercise patterns.

4.2 A Structural Model for Electricity Prices

While much of the literature on the stochastic process followed by electricity prices

has focused on reduced form models that mimic the observed price behavior (see

(seePilipovic, 1997; Deng, 1999, 2000; Kholodnyi, 2000)), such models are of lim-

ited value for the problem we consider. Implicitly, in a reduced form model one as-

sumes that the price process is not influenced by the actions of market participants.

However, in the case of a large retailer of electricity with interruptible contracts, the

interruption has the effect of lowering demand as well as lowering the expected spot

price. To account for this interaction between interruption and electricity price, we

develop a structural model of the electricity market, whereprices are determined by

matching supply and demand, where we model supply and demandseparately.7 We

calibrate the model with data from the ERCOT area during weekdays in the summer

months, since, in the case of ERCOT, summer weekdays is the period when electric

7A similar structural model for the PJM area was proposed bySkantze, Gubina, and Ilic(2000).
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loads are very high and when interruption is most likely to occur.8

In our structural model we try to reflect some of the characteristics of elec-

tricity markets. In particular, due to the fact that almost all consumers of electricity

have fixed price retail contracts, we assume that demand is inelastic; i.e., it does

not depend on the spot electricity price. Given inelastic demand, it is important

that electricity generators do not collude nor exercise significant unilateral market

power. To avoid consideration of market power, we assume a competitive market

for the generation of electricity, but recognize that this is not always a reasonable

assumption. In principle, generation market power could bemodeled as a shift in

the supply curve. Note that the electricity retailer is explicitly assumed to possess

market power since it can influence price by adjusting its demand through interrupt-

ible contracts.

Consistent with the assumption of a competitive generationmarket, we as-

sume that generators are dispatched in order of marginal cost from lowest to highest.

The total demand determines which of the generators are dispatched. We assume

that the spot price of energy is equal to the marginal operating cost of the marginal

dispatched generator. Sometimes there may be a violation ofthe strict merit order

due to congestion of the transmission system. Moreover, start-up and minimum-

load costs can affect the order of dispatching generation. We abstract from these

issues by introducing random fluctuations to the supply curve.

In the rest of this section we consider demand and supply in detail.

4.2.1 Demand

Stylistic facts concerning demand of electricity are that it is strongly seasonal (with

daily, weekly, and annual patterns), strongly mean-reverting, and highly predictable.

Demand is influenced by environmental factors, such as temperature and humid-

8ERCOT covers almost all of Texas. For an introduction to the ERCOT electricity market, see
Baldick and Niu(2004), and www.ercot.com. We note that the ERCOT market has several
electricity retailers. We explicitly consider the case of competing electricity retailers in Section4.4.
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ity, as well as population size and industrial activity. In this work we assume that

demand has two components: one that is relatively stable, due to “industrial” cus-

tomers, and one that varies with time and is due to “residential” customers. We

model demand fluctuations of the residential customers in terms of temperature

fluctuations, which is the most important driving factor of demand in ERCOT dur-

ing the summer, and limit our analysis to a single summer, so that changes in the

population size and industrial activity are negligible.

Temperature Model

We use a model for forecasting temperature similar to the oneintroduced byCao

and Wei(2000 a), andCao and Wei(2000 b). (See alsoCampbell and Diebold,

2002). In our model the deviation of the actual temperature from the historical av-

erage of temperature over the next day,t + 1, is a function of the deviation of the

actual from the historical average of the temperature today, t, and the deviation of

the actual from the historical average over the previous day, t − 1.9 By substituting

temperature forecasts rather than historical averages, the model can also incorpo-

rate information from short- and long-term meteorologicalforecasts. The model

allows for stochastic fluctuations around the historical average, with magnitudes

that depend on the time of the year, and is described by the following equations:

∆T
t+1 = ρT

1 ∆T
t + ρT

2 ∆T
t−1 + σT

t+1ε
T
t+1

σT
t = σT

(0) − σT
(1)| sin(π

t + φ

365
)|

εT
t ∼ iid (N(0, 1))

(4.1)

where∆t = Tt− T̄t, Tt is the actual temperature for dayt, T̄t is the average temper-

ature for dayt, andρT
1 , ρT

2 are the autocorrelation coefficients for deviations from

average temperature. The magnitude of the random fluctuations is seasonal, with a

9Cao and Wei(2000 a) used a model in which future temperature deviations, at timet+1, depend
on temperature deviations over three previous dates,t, t− 1, t− 2. We have found that for Texas the
temperature deviations ont − 2 are statistically insignificant and have not included this term in the
model.
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fixed termσT
(0) and a seasonal term of magnitudeσT

(1). The parameterφ corresponds

to the date during the year when the fluctuations are the largest.

To calibrate the model for ERCOT we use data available at the National

Climatic Data Center website (seewww.ncdc.noaa.gov). We use daily data

on average temperatures in Central Texas, from January 1948through December

1999. Figure4.1presents the average daily temperatures. The variablesT̄t in Equa-

tion (4.1) are set to these averages.
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Figure 4.1: Average daily temperatures for central Texas, averaged over 1948-1999.

After obtaining the values for the average temperatures, wecalibrate the

temperature model in two steps: first, we construct the variable ∆T
t = Tt − T̄t for

each day in the data set. Since the model is heteroskedastic,we use an iterative

procedure, in which we start with a guess forσT
(0), σ

T
(1), φ. Using this guess for the

heteroskedastic errors, we regress∆T
t+1 on∆T

t and∆T
t−1 to estimate the autocorre-

lation coefficientsρT
1 , ρT

2 . We then construct the deviations between the expected
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temperature deviations and the actual temperature deviations for each day, and use

them to compute the deviationsσT
t , from which we fit, using nonlinear regression

(seeRatkowsky, 1983), the parametersσT
(0), σ

T
(1), φ. We repeat the procedure until

the values of the parametersσT
(0), σ

T
(1), φ, converge. The estimated parameter values,

and their standard errors are reported in Table4.1.

Table 4.1: Temperature Model

Estimate Standard Error
Intercept -0.0002 0.010
ρT

1 0.837 0.010
ρT

2 -0.188 0.010
σT

(0) (Fahrenheit) 8.316 0.131
σT

(1) (Fahrenheit) 5.747 0.185
φ (days) -14.5 1.6

Demand vs. Temperature

To estimate the relationship between demand for electricity and temperature, we

use a data set of power loads for the summer 1999 period for ERCOT available

at the ERCOT website (www.ercot.com). The data provide the average daily

on-peak and off-peak load by region within ERCOT. We use average on-peak load,

which includes load between 6 a.m. and 10 p.m. Monday throughFriday. The rea-

son for this choice is that night and weekend load is low enough that interruptions

are not necessary. Figure4.2 presents the relationship between average tempera-

tures and on-peak load during weekdays for the period June 1st to August 31st,

1999 in ERCOT. The lines in the graph represent the tenth percentile, median, and

ninetieth percentile based on the estimated load-average temperature model. From

Figure4.2it is clear that, for the range of temperatures encountered during the sum-

mer months, there is a close to linear relationship between average on-peak load and

average temperature.
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Figure 4.2: Average on-peak Load versus Average Temperature

Based on Figure4.2, we model the relationship between average temperature

and average load by a linear function with additional randomfluctuations.10

Lt = αL + βLTt + σLεLt , εLt ∼ N(0, 1) (4.2)

whereLt is the load at timet, Tt the temperature,αL the load intercept,βL the

expected marginal increase in load for a unit increase in temperature, andσL the

magnitude of the random fluctuations around the linear relationship between load

and temperature. Table4.2 presents the ordinary least squares (OLS) regression

estimates for the values of the parameters. TheR2 of the regression is 86%.

10Most variability of demand in Texas during the summer is driven by air-conditioning load that
is dependent on temperature. In a colder climate one may needto include additional terms in the
load-temperature relationship.
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Table 4.2: Load Model

Estimate Standard Error
InterceptαL (GW) -29.5 3.5
SlopeβL (GW/Fahrenheit) 0.874 0.044
σL (GW) 1.80 0.16

4.2.2 The Supply Curve

Most of the supply available in ERCOT is generated within ERCOT, due to limited

transmission between ERCOT and surrounding areas. The generators that service

the base load are coal-based or nuclear facilities, while intermediate and peaking

plants include plants based on natural gas, oil, or hydroelectric power. Since we do

not have access to the marginal costs of the available generators, we calibrate our

model of the supply curve through the observed relationshipbetween spot electric-

ity price and electric load. To justify this approach, we note that since all ERCOT

customers pay a fixed retail price, we assume their demand to be inelastic with re-

spect to the wholesale spot price. We note that market participants have additional,

proprietary, information sources that can be used to improve the accuracy of the

calibration.
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Figure 4.3: On-peak electricity price versus average dailyload

In Figure 4.3 we present the relationship between the on-peak price per

MWh of electricity and the average daily load, during weekdays for the period

June 1st to August 31st, 1999 in ERCOT. The lines in the graph represent the

tenth percentile, median, and ninetieth percentile based on the estimated price-

load model. From Figure4.3 we notice that there appear to be two regimes for

the supply curve: the low demand regime, where load and prices are relatively low

and price fluctuations are minor; and the high demand regime where load is high

and price fluctuations are large. Based on these observations, we propose a two

regime model for the price/load relationship. We allow for random fluctuations in

price to account for fluctuations in supply due to, for example, generator outages,

transmission outages, transmission congestion, and possibly strategic behavior by

market participants. For simplicity, we use a single randomvariable to represent

the fluctuations for both regimes. This assumption is not critical for the valuation

of interruptible contracts, as long as the magnitude of the fluctuations is calibrated
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from the high demand regime. The reason is that small errors in the calibration of

the model parameters for the low demand regime have only a minor impact on the

value of interruptible contracts.

The model of the relationship between load and price is givenby:

Pt =







βS,l(Lt + σSεSt) + αS,l, if Lt + σSεSt ≤ Sb

βS,h(Lt + σSεSt) + αS,h, if Lt + σSεSt > Sb

(4.3)

wherePt is the wholesale price at timet, Lt the demand at timet, εSt is a standard,

normally distributed random variable, andSb the supply level that determines the

break between the high demand and low demand regimes.

To calibrate the supply curve model, we use the days from the data in Fig-

ure 4.3 with prices above $60/MWh, assuming that they correspond tothe high

demand regime. From these days we estimate the parameters for the high demand

regime, as well as the magnitude of supply fluctuationsσS. We estimate the param-

eters for the low demand regime using days in which ERCOT loadwas below 39

GW. We use 39 GW to ensure that we have not crossed over to the high demand

regime. Alternatively, one could use a recursive procedure, whereSb is estimated

and used as the cutoff for the estimation of the parameters for the low demand

regime. The break pointSb is calculated by requiring the expected price to be a

continuous function of load; i.e.,

βS,lSb + αS,l = βS,hSb + αS,h

The OLS estimates for the parameter values are presented in Table4.3. TheR2 for

the OLS regression for the low demand regime is 23%, while theR2 for the high

demand regime is 21%.
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Table 4.3: Supply Curve Model

Estimate Standard Error
βS,l ($/GW) 0.554 0.281
βS,h ($/GW) 146.0 78.6
αS,l ($) 8.86 10.41
αS,h ($) -6344.5 3418.9
σS (GW) 1.863 0.16
Sb (GW) 43.68

4.3 Valuation and Optimal Interruption Policy for In-

terruptible Contracts

In this section we first discuss the formulation of the stochastic optimal control

problem that maximizes the expected value of the interruptible contracts, from the

point of view of the electricity retailer. We first solve the problem for two special

cases: when there is no limit on yearly interruption and whenthere is no limit on

daily interruption, respectively. We then present two particular base case contracts

with limits on both yearly and daily interruption and then solve for the optimal

interruption policies for each base case. Finally, we discuss the value of the base

case interruptible contracts.

4.3.1 Stochastic Optimal Control Problem

The problem of determining the optimal interruption policy, as well as the value of

interruptible contracts can be formulated as a problem of optimal stochastic control,

with the objective of maximizing the utility of the electricity retailer. We assume

that the retailer is risk-neutral with respect to gains and losses and has inter-temporal
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preferences that can be quantified through a constant discount factor. Other choices

for the risk-aversion of the retailer are possible. However, choosing a risk-neutral

retailer is sufficient to capture the factors that are important in determining the op-

timal interruption policy, as well as the value of an interruptible contract.

As we already discussed, we assume that the electricity retailer can pool all

the interruptible contracts and therefore need only consider the load available for

interruption the following day and the total load availablefor interruption during the

remaining period. In addition, the retailer may think of allits customers in terms

of three representative customers: the first customer has not signed an interruptible

contract and payspretail on its load; the second customer has signed a pay-in-advance

interruptible contract and pays a reduced price on its load,preduced, but does not

receive any additional compensation upon interruption so that pfine = 0; and, the

third customer has signed a pay-as-you-go contract, payspretail on its load, and

receives compensationpfine per unit of interruption, upon interruption.

The net profit,∆π, to the retailer during a day with 16 on-peak hours with:

• load ofL prior to interruption,

• load signed under pay-in-advance-contracts ofLundercontract,

• load interrupted from the pay-in-advance contracts ofladvance,

• load interrupted from the pay-as-you-go contracts oflpago,

• spot pricepspot, which is a function of the expected load after interruption

L − ladvance− lpago, and of price fluctuationsεS,
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is given by:

∆π(L, pspot, ladvance, lpago)

16
=(L − Lundercontract− lpago)pretail

+ (Lundercontract− ladvance)preduced

− Lgenpgen

− lpagopfine

− (L − ladvance− lpago− Lgen)pspot

(4.4)

The net profit is made up of five different terms:

• (L− Lundercontract− lpago)pretail corresponds to the revenue to the retailer from

the customers that have not signed a pay-in-advance interruptible contract

and were not interrupted under a pay-as-you-go contract,

• (Lundercontract− ladvance)preducedcorresponds to the revenue from customers that

have signed a pay-in-advance interruptible contract but were not interrupted,

• Lgenpgen corresponds to the cost of procuring the generation available to the

retailer at a fixed price,

• lpagopfine corresponds to the cost to the retailer for interrupting customers un-

der a pay-as-you-go contract,

• (L− ladvance− lpago−Lgen)pspot corresponds to the cost of servicing the excess

demand by buying electricity in the spot market.

Given our formulation of a structural model for electricityprices in Sec-

tion 4.2, the load and the spot price of electricity at timet depend on the temper-

ature deviations from the temperature historical averages, or forecasted values, at

time t andt−1. Given the values of the state variables∆T
t , ∆T

t−1 and the remaining

interruptible loads,Ladvance, remaining, Lpago, remaining, the value function for the retailer
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is given by:

πt(∆
T
t , ∆T

t−1, Ladvance, remaining, Lpago, remaining) =

max
ladvance,lpago

β {E [∆π(Lt+1, pspot,t+1, ladvance, lpago)

+πt+1(∆
T
t+1, ∆

T
t , Ladvance, remaining− ladvance, Lpago, remaining− lpago)|Ft

]}

,

(4.5)

where the maximization is over:

0 ≤ ladvance≤ min (Ladvance, daily, Ladvance, remaining) ,

0 ≤ lpago≤ min (Lpago, daily, Lpago, remaining) .
(4.6)

In Equation (4.5), β is the discount factor, andFt denotes the information available

at timet. Note that the interruption amounts for the pay-in-advanceand pay-as-

you-go contracts,ladvanceandlpago, respectively, are chosen at timet, but interruption

occurs over the next day, at timet + 1. The expectation in Equation (4.5) is taken

over the random variablesεLt+1, εSt+1, ε
T
t+1.

Assuming a terminal datetf for the interruptible contracts, we set:

πtf = 0.

The maximization problem can be solved using stochastic dynamic pro-

gramming with state variables∆T
t , ∆T

t−1, Ladvance, remaining, Lpago, remaining, and choice

variablesladvance, lpago. The stochastic dynamic programming algorithm is described

in detail in Appendix4.6.4and involves discretizing both∆T
t and∆T

t−1 into NT

steps between−DT andDT , for DT a suitable bound on temperature deviations.

The state variablesLadvance, remaining, Lpago, remainingare discretized intoNL steps be-

tween 0 and the yearly amount available for interruption.

In our numerical experiments we tookNT = 21, NL = 20, DT = 10 (which

corresponds to temperature steps of 1 degree Fahrenheit). The algorithm was pro-

grammed in C using the GNU Scientific Library for interpolations, integrations and

maximizations (seeGalassi, Davies, Theiler, Gough, Jungman, Booth, and Rossi,
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2003). Running on an 1.7 GHz Pentium 4 processor, the program computes the

value of a 90 day contract in 90 seconds and performs 10,000 Monte Carlo simula-

tions in 3 seconds.

4.3.2 Optimal Interruption Policy in cases of no limits

In this section we consider the optimal interruption policyfirst in the special case

where there are no limits on yearly interruption and second in the special case where

there are no limits on daily interruption. In each case, the optimal interruption

policy is determined by the first order condition that, at theoptimal policy, the

marginal benefit to the retailer from additional interruption equals the marginal cost

to the retailer.

No limit on yearly interruption

We first consider the case when there is no limit in the total yearly amount avail-

able for interruption. Then, the value function in Equation(4.5) does not depend on

Ladvance, remaining, Lpago, remaining, and the maximization is myopic; i.e., on each dayt,

the optimal interruption policy maximizes expected net profit on dayt + 1 only. In

this case we can easily calculate the marginal cost and marginal benefit of interrup-

tion. For the case of pay-in-advance contracts, the marginal cost ispreduced, which

corresponds to foregone revenue, while for pay-as-you-go contracts the marginal

cost ispretail + pfine, which corresponds to foregone revenue and the fine paid per

unit of interruption.

The marginal benefit is the same for both contract types, and is a function

of the expected load. The marginal benefit has two components: one component

corresponds to not servicing the interrupted load at high expected prices; the second

component corresponds to lowering the overall demand, and therefore paying a

smaller price to procure electricity for the entire serviced load. The value of the

second component is measured in terms of the savings to the retailer and depends
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on the retail pricepretail.

The previous discussion leads to the following proposition.

Proposition 1. In the case of no yearly limit for pay-in-advance and pay-as-you-go

interruptible contracts, ifpreduced ≤ pretail + pfine then the optimal policy involves

interrupting the pay-in-advance contracts up to their daily limit before interrupting

any of the pay-as-you-go contracts.
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Figure 4.4: Marginal benefit from interrupting a MW of electricity

For the base case contracts, the marginal benefit for different parameter val-

ues for the interruptible contracts is calculated in Appendix 4.6.2. In Figure4.4

we present the marginal benefit from interrupting a MW of electricity on August

31st in ERCOT, when there is an unlimited amount of yearly interruption available.

Curve A corresponds to an electricity retailer that has zerogeneration available at a

fixed cost; curve B corresponds to a retailer that has 35 GW of generation available

at a fixed price.
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The optimal policy can be determined from the figure in the following way:

if the expected load is such that the marginal benefit is greater than the marginal

cost, the electricity retailer interrupts an amount that isthe lesser of:

• the maximum daily interruptible limit and

• the amount for which the expected load is reduced to the pointwhere the

marginal benefit equals the marginal cost.

For example, from Figure4.4, if the retailer has 35 GWs of generation avail-

able, the retail price is $60/MWh, and the fine per MWh of interruption is $150, the

marginal cost is $210/MWh, which matches marginal benefit atan expected load

of 39.4 GWs. If the daily interruptible limit is 2 GWs and the expected load is 41

GWs, the retailer will interrupt 1.6 GW, while if the expected load is 43 GWs, the

retailer will interrupt the entire 2 GW daily limit. In the case of a retailer without

any generation available, with a retail price of $60/MWh, and fine per MWh of in-

terruption of $600, the marginal cost is $660/MWh, and interruption first occurs at

an expected load of 38.8 GWs. If the expected load is 40 GWs, the retailer would

interrupt 1.2 GWs, while if the expected load is at or above 40.8 GWs, the retailer

would interrupt the entire 2 GW daily limit.

From Figure4.4we notice that the optimal interruption policy for interrupt-

ible contracts without yearly limits depends on several factors. In particular, the

expected load at which interruption begins increases with the amount of generation

available to the electricity retailer at a fixed price. The intuition for this result is

that the marginal benefit of interruption for a given expected load decreases with

increasing availability of fixed price generation because areduction in the expected

spot price only affects the demand in excess of the capacity available from the fixed

price generation. In addition, we note that as the retail price of electricity paid to the

retailer by its customers increases, the retailer interrupts at higher loads since the

cost of interruption increases with the retail price. Finally, without yearly limits, the

retailer interrupts at relatively low expected loads. In particular, interruption occurs
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at expected loads below the transition point between the tworegimes in the supply

curve. This aggressive behavior can be attributed to the large cost to the retailer of

ending up in the high demand regime, since the electricity spot price applies to all

the electricity procured from the spot market. Different assumptions on price for-

mation, such as a “pay-as-bid” market might produce qualitatively different results.

No limit on daily interruption

In the case with no daily interruption limit, but with a yearly interruption limit, we

can prove a proposition similar to Proposition 1.

Proposition 2. In the case with no daily interruption limits for pay-in-advance

and pay-as-you-go interruptible contracts, ifpreduced≤ pretail + pfine then the op-

timal policy involves interrupting the pay-in-advance contracts until their yearly

limit is exhausted, before interrupting any of the pay-as-you-go contracts.

Proof. Assume that it is optimal to interrupt some amount from the pay-as-you-

go contracts, along some price path, prior to exhausting thepay-in-advance con-

tracts. Then, it is easy to see that the value function can be improved by following

the strategy in which the interruption amount from the pay-as-you-go contracts is

transferred to the pay-in-advance contracts, if possible.If, later in the price path,

the yearly limit of the pay-in-advance contract is exhausted, an equal load from the

pay-as-you-go contract is interrupted instead. Since following this alternative strat-

egy results in lower cost for each price path where the priority of the interruption of

the pay-in-advance contract is violated, we have a contradiction for the optimality

of the original strategy.

4.3.3 Base Case Interruptible Contracts

To further study the optimal interruption policy and the value of interruptible con-

tracts when there are limits on both daily and yearly interruption, we specify base

case contracts for the different types of interruptible contracts. The parameter val-
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ues for these base case contracts have been chosen with ERCOTin mind. For both

types of contracts we consider the possibility of interruption during weekdays over

the months of June, July, and August only, which is the periodwhen interruption is

most likely in ERCOT.

Pay-in-advance contract

In the base case pay-in-advance contract the electricity retailer offers a 15% reduc-

tion to the retail price of electricity,preduced= 0.85 × pretail, to the entire load under

contract,Lundercontract. In exchange, the retailer may interrupt up to 20% of the load

under contract daily,

Ladvance, daily= 0.2 × Lundercontract,

up to ten times per year,

Ladvance, yearly= 2 × Lundercontract.

Under this type of contract there is no additional fine paid bythe retailer upon

interruption, so thatpfine = 0.

Pay-as-you-go contract

In the base case of the pay-as-you-go contract, the electricity retailer does not offer

any reduction in the retail price; i.e.,preduced = pretail. In exchange for the right to

interrupt customer load, the retailer pays a fine of either $150/MWh or $600/MWh

of interrupted electricity. In addition, the customer may be interrupted up to ten

times per year,Lpago, yearly= 10 × Lpago, daily.
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4.3.4 Optimal interruption policy with daily and yearly lim its

When there are both daily and yearly limits on both types of contracts, there is no

generalization of Propositions 1 and 2, since one may want toavoid exhausting the

pay-in-advance contracts in order to be able to interrupt larger amounts on some

days. However, one can still say that pay-in-advance contracts will tend to be inter-

rupted before pay-as-you-go contracts. The only violationto this order will occur

when the remaining amount of interruption left in the pay-in-advance contracts is

small, and when the daily limit of the pay-as-you-go contracts is small compared to

the anticipated needs of daily interruption.

With both daily and yearly limits, the decision to interruptbecomes a choice

between interrupting now versus waiting to interrupt later. This problem is similar

to the problem of optimal early exercise of a financial option, with the additional

complication that multiple exercises are possible, and that the amount exercised is

an additional choice variable.11

Given the difficulty in solving a stochastic dynamic programming problem

with many state and choice variables, we consider only one type of contract at a

time. That is, we specialize to the situation where the electricity retailer has either

pay-in-advance contracts, or pay-as-you-go contracts, but not both. The numeri-

cal algorithm is described in detail in Appendix4.6.4. One of the difficulties in

considering both types of contracts simultaneously lies inthe fact that, under our

framework, with a single contract type, we are able to reducethe problem to one

with a single stochastic factor and one choice variable, as described in the Appen-

dices4.6.2, 4.6.4. This reduction fails when both contract types coexist, increasing

the stochastic factors to three, and the choice variables totwo. Such a high dimen-

sional problem can potentially be studied using methods similar to those discussed

in Schultz(2003), where the possible random outcomes are approximated by a dis-

crete set.
11This type of option is similar to theswing option, common in the natural gas and electricity

markets. SeeJaillet, Ronn, and Tompaidis(2004) for a valuation framework for the swing option.
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Pay-in-advance contracts

In Figure4.5, we provide the optimal interruption strategy for pay-in-advance con-

tracts with yearly and daily limits. The plots on the left correspond to a pay-in-

advance contract 60 days before the end of August, while the plots on the right

correspond to 30 days before the end of August. The figure shows the results for

different amounts of interruption available. All plots arefor an electricity retailer

with 35 GW of generation available at a fixed price, who charges a retail price of

$60/MWh to its customers and with a daily limit on interruption of 2 GW. The plots

in the top row correspond to an unlimited amount of interruption remaining, those

in the middle row to 20 GW of interruption remaining, and those in the bottom

row to 5 GW of interruption remaining. The pay-in-advance contract provides a

discount of 15% to the entire load under contract.
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Figure 4.5: Interruption strategy as a function of the expected load for pay-in-
advance contracts.

From the figure we notice that the most significant differencebetween the

contract with yearly limits and the contract without yearlylimits is that with yearly

limits interruption occurs at higher expected loads. In particular, when the amount

of interruptible load decreases, interruption occurs at higher expected loads. As

expected, for the same level of remaining interruptible load, interruption occurs at

lower expected loads closer to the end of the summer.
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In addition, we note that the interruption policy is “fuzzy”. The fuzziness

is evident in the bottom right plot in Figure4.5, and is due to the fact that the

optimal policy depends on two state variables, rather than just the expected load

(these state variables are the deviation from historical temperatures at timest and

t − 1). Moreover, the slope of the interruption policy with respect to the expected

load is increasing in the amount of remaining interruptibleloads. This is in line

with the intuition that when smaller interruption amounts are available, the retailer

waits longer before exhausting them, which in turn implies that the marginal value

of interruption decreases as more interruptible load becomes available.

Pay-as-you-go contracts

In Figure4.6, we provide the optimal interruption strategy for pay-as-you-go con-

tracts with yearly and daily limits. The figure provides the interruption strategy as

a function of the expected load for the following day for pay-as-you-go contracts.

The plots on the left correspond to a pay-as-you-go contract60 days before the end

of August, while the plots on the right correspond to the samecontract 30 days

before the end of August. The plots in the top row correspond to an unlimited

amount of interruption remaining, those in the middle row to20 GW of interrup-

tion remaining, and those in the bottom row to 5 GW of interruption remaining. For

all contracts, the retailer has 35 GW of generation available, and the retail price is

$60/MWh. The daily amount that can be interrupted is 2 GW. Thepay-as-you-go

contract pays $150/MWh of interruption.
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Figure 4.6: Interruption strategy as a function of the expected load for pay-as-you-
go contracts.

In calculations we do not report, we verified that the interruption policy for

the pay-as-you-go contracts is, both qualitatively and quantitatively very similar to

the interruption policy for the pay-in-advance contracts for reasonable parameter

ranges. The result is not surprising since, intuitively, the two types of contracts are

very similar, with the only difference being that the marginal cost of interrupting

pay-as-you-go contracts is greater than the marginal cost of interrupting pay-in-

advance contracts, due to the fine per unit of load interrupted under a pay-as-you-go
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contract.

4.3.5 Value of Interruptible Contracts

We define the value of an interruptible contract as the difference in the value func-

tion of the electricity retailer between having the interruptible contract and not hav-

ing the interruptible contract. The value function for a retailer with no interruptible

contracts can be easily calculated using Monte Carlo simulation, since no choice

variables are involved in that case.
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Figure 4.7: Contour plots of the value of interruptible contracts.

In Figure4.7, we present contour plots of the value of interruptible contracts.

The plots in the top row correspond to pay-in-advance interruptible contracts as

the retail price that an electricity retailer charges and the total load under contract

change. The discount provided to the entire load under contract is 15% from the

retail price, the load available for interruption is equal to 20% of the load under con-

tract, and interruption can occur up to ten times. The plot inthe top left corresponds

to a retailer that has no generation available at a fixed priceand is forced to serve
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all the load from the spot market. The plot in the top right corresponds to a retailer

that has 35 GWs of generation available. The bottom row plotscorrespond to pay-

as-you-go interruptible contracts, where interruption can occur up to ten times and

the retailer has 35 GWs of generation available. The bottom left plot corresponds to

a contract with a fine of $150/MWh of interrupted load, and theplot in the bottom

right to a contract with a fine of $600/MWh. The value of the interruptible contracts

is in millions of dollars.

From the figure, we notice that the amount of generation available to the

retailer at a fixed cost is an important determinant of the price of an interruptible

contract. In particular, when the retailer has no generation available, interruptible

contracts are worth much more than when the retailer has 35 GWs of generation

available. The intuition behind this result is clear: if a retailer only has very small

amounts of generation available, then interruption is veryvaluable, as it reduces

both the amount of electricity bought in the spot market and the spot price itself.

On the other hand, when the generation amount available is large, interruption is

not as valuable since it occurs less often and the marginal amount bought in the

spot market is smaller. The same intuition indicates that the marginal value of inter-

ruption decreases as a larger interruptible load is signed;i.e., interruptible contracts

are more valuable when the retailer has little or no load available for interruption.

In other words, generation and interruptible contracts arepartial substitutes.

An additional factor that is important in the determinationof the value of an

interruptible contract is the fixed retail price charged by the electricity retailer to its

customers. Intuitively, the higher the retail price, the higher the marginal cost of

interruption, the fewer the interruptions, and the lower the value of an interruptible

contract. This effect is seen in Figure4.7, where, keeping the interruptible load

fixed, the value of the interruptible contract decreases with the retail price.

In addition to the dependence of the value of the interruptible contract to

the amount of interruption available and the retail price, Figure 4.7 reveals that

there is a big difference between the value of pay-in-advance and pay-as-you-go

interruptible contracts. Pay-as-you-go interruptible contracts always have a positive
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value since payment, and interruption, are only made if interruption is to the benefit

of the retailer. In contrast, it is possible that the value ofpay-in-advance contracts

is negative. Intuitively, since a large part of the cost of a pay-in-advance contract is

provided upfront and is sunk, if the retailer signs up too large a load under a pay-

in-advance interruptible contract then the reduction in income due to the discount

on the retail price is higher than the value added by the interruptible contract. For

example, from Figure4.7, we note that when the amount of generation available for

a fixed price is 35 GWs, the value of an interruptible pay-in-advance contract, for an

amount of interruption of 5 GWs, is positive for retail prices below $80/MWh and

negative for retail prices above $80/MWh. The hyperbola-looking level curves for

the value of the contract are due to the fact that the value is identically zero when

the load under contract is zero, and decreases as the retail price or the load under

contract increase.

In the case of the pay-as-you-go contract, on the other hand,the value of the

contract is positive, since payment is made only after it is optimal to interrupt. This

result, together with the intuition developed in Section4.3. Section4.3.2, suggests

that a retailer prefers interrupting pay-in-advance contracts before pay-as-you-go

contracts, ceteris paribus.

4.4 Symmetric Equilibrium with Multiple Electricity

Retailers

We have so far considered the case of a single electricity retailer who is able to

use interruptible contracts to lower demand. This situation corresponds closely to

partly regulated electricity markets, such as the one in Mexico. The Mexican market

is regulated on the distribution side, where all electricity retailers are owned by the

Mexican government. These retailers also own significant amounts of generation.

However, there are additional, private, generators, whichtypically have long term

contracts with the retailers, and which are called upon at times of high demand.
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However, in markets in the United States, Europe (United Kingdom, Norway), and

the Pacific (Australia, New Zealand), there are often several retailers exposed to the

same spot prices and each retailer may have separate interruptible contracts. In such

a situation each retailer would like the other retailers to exercise their interruptible

contracts in order to lower overall demand, without paying the costs associated

with interruption. In a competitive market, coordination failure results, with each

retailer interrupting amounts that, overall, are smaller than the amounts that would

be interrupted by a single retailer, or by colluding retailers.

4.4.1 Framework

We illustrate, and quantify, the coordination failure in the simple case where all

retailers are identical and each retailer has daily limits on the amount of interruption,

but does not have a limit on the amount interrupted over the entire period. Under

this scenario, the interruption decision does not depend onpast behavior, and the

problem is reduced to determining the optimal interruptionstrategy in a single day,

given the daily interruption limits.

We consider the case ofn identical electricity retailers, where each retailer

has the same amount of generation available, receives the same retail price on elec-

tricity sold to consumers, and has signed identical pay-as-you-go interruptible con-

tracts, each with its own customers. In addition, we assume that demand is equally

divided between retailers. The profit functionπ(i) on a single day for retaileri is

given by

π(i)(L, l(1), . . . , l(n))

16
=

(

L

n
− l(i)

)

pretail − l(i)pfine − L(i)
genpgen

−
(

L

n
− l(i) − L(i)

gen

)

pspot (4.7)

wherepspot is the spot price of electricity, which depends on the loadL, and the en-

tire amount of interruption
∑n

i=1 l(i). The load served by each retailer isL/n. The

term(L/n−l(i))pretail corresponds to the revenue to retaileri from selling electricity
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to its consumers. The terml(i)pfine corresponds to the cost to retaileri of interrupting

an amountl(i). The termL
(i)
genpgen corresponds to the cost of procuring the genera-

tion available to theith retailer at a fixed price. The term
(

L/n − l(i) − L
(i)
gen

)

pspot

corresponds to the cost of purchasing the excess electricity in the spot market.

Each retailer maximizes its expected profit by choosing the amount of load

to interruptl(i). The Nash equilibrium can be found by each retailer assumingthat

every other retailer interrupts an amountl(j)
∗

, i 6= j, and then choosing the amount

it interrupts, to maximize its own profit. The first order condition is given byor,

pretail + pfine = − ∂

∂li
E

((

L

n
− l(i) − L(i)

gen

)

pspot

)

(4.8)

Since each retailer faces an identical problem, there is a symmetric equilibrium,

where each retailer interrupts an amountl(i) = l∗ satisfying

pretail + pfine = − ∂

∂l
E

((

L

n
− l(i) − L(i)

gen

)

pspot

)∣

∣

∣

∣

l(i)=l∗
(4.9)

wherepspot is a function of the total load after interruption,L− l(i) −
∑n

i=1,i6=j l∗ =

L − l(i) − (n − 1)l∗.

The solution of Equation (4.9) is discussed in Appendix4.6.3.

4.4.2 Interruption Policy and Value of Interruptible Contr acts

To compare cases with a different number of retailers,n, we set the total generation

available to all the retailers at a fixed price, and the total daily interruptible load,

equal to constants:

nL(i)
gen = Lgen

nl(i) = l̄
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Figure 4.8: Load at which an electricity retailer starts to interrupt as a function of
the number of electricity retailers.

Numerical results for the optimal amount of interruption, as well as the value

of the interruptible contracts to each electricity retailer, for the parameter values

calibrated from our model, for different numbers of identical retailers and different

amounts of generation available to each retailer at a fixed price, are presented in

Figure4.8and Table4.4.
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Table 4.4: Value of Interruptible Contracts Under Competition

Lgeneration, Fine Lgeneration, Fine Lgeneration, Fine Lgeneration, Fine
Competitors 0 GWs, $150 0 GWs, $600 35 GWs, $150 35 GWs, $600

2 98% 93% 95% 85%
3 97% 87% 92% 71%
4 95% 80% 89% 61%
5 93% 74% 87% 54%

10 85% 50% 80% 39%
40 69% 20% 73% 25%
∞ 63% 14% 71% 23%

In Figure4.8, we present the load at which an electricity retailer startsto

interrupt,L0, as a function of the number of electricity retailers that serve the same

area. The interruptible contracts are of the pay-as-you-gotype. The total amount

of generation available,Lgenerationis 35 GWs, and the retail price is $60/MWh. The

total daily amount that can be interrupted,l̄, is 2 GW, and there is no global limit.

The pay-as-you-go contract pays either $150/MWh or $600/MWh of interruption.

From Figure4.8we note that as the number of competitors increases, inter-

ruption occurs at higher expected loads. The effect is more pronounced at higher

values of the fine per unit of interrupted load. For example, with five competitors,

interruption occurs at an expected load of 42 GWs when the fineis $150/MWh, but

at an expected load of 46 GWs when the fine is $600/MWh.

This behavior is also reflected in the results reported for the value of the in-

terruptible contracts in Table4.4. The values presented in the table are expressed

as a percentage of the value of the interruptible contract when there is a single re-

tailer. The total amount of generation available is either zero or 35 GWs, and the

retail price is $60/MWh. The total daily amount that can be interrupted is 2 GW,

and there is no global limit. The pay-as-you-go contract pays either $150/MWh
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or $600/MWh of interruption. We notice that increased competition decreases the

value of interruptible contracts, and that this decrease isbigger when the generation

available to the electricity retailer is higher, as well as when the cost per unit of

interruption increases. The decrease in value is significant, and with just five com-

petitors, for a fine of $600/MWh of interrupted load, the value of an interruptible

contract drops up to 46%, in the case where the total amount ofgeneration avail-

able is 35 GWs. We note, however, that when there is no generation available to the

retailers, interruptible contracts remain very valuable.

Table4.4also presents results in the limit of infinitely many identical elec-

tricity retailers, each one of infinitesimal size. In this limit each retailer effectively

acts as a price taker, since interruption by any one retailerdoes not impact the spot

price. The combined value of all the interruptible contracts is significantly lower

than in the case of strategic behavior by a few, large, retailers. This result confirms

that, in the case of a few, large, retailers, it is important to consider the impact of

each retailer’s actions on the spot electricity price. Acting as price taker in such

a situation would result in significant errors in both the choice of the interruption

policy and the valuation of interruptible contracts.

4.5 Conclusions

We have presented a structural model of electricity prices and a framework for

valuing interruptible contracts. In our structural model,supply and demand are

stochastic processes whose parameters are statistically estimated in order to obtain

a model for the spot electricity price. The advantage of a structural over a reduced

form model is to allow interaction between decisions of markets participants and

spot electricity prices. In the context of our work this interaction is crucial, as

optimal interruption reduces both the demand for electricity and the spot electricity

price.

We valued interruptible contracts from the point of view of retailers of elec-
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tricity. Our analysis suggests that, in the absence of forward, or bilateral, contracts,

or ownership of generation assets, the interruptible contracts are quite valuable and

the retailer interrupts aggressively. As more generation is available at a fixed price,

or as the number of competing retailers increases, the valueof interruptible con-

tracts diminishes, and interruption occurs at higher expected loads. This result has

important implications for electricity retailers and sheds some light on the reason

for the use of interruptible contracts in California, where, after deregulation, retail-

ers had only limited generating resources available.

We studied two types of contracts: the pay-in-advance contract, in which

the retailer agrees to a discount for the entire load of a customer in exchange for

the right to interrupt part of the load a certain number of times; and the pay-as-

you-go contract where the retailer compensates the customer for the interrupted

load upon interruption. Given a choice between different types of interruptible

contracts, pay-as-you-go contracts are preferable to the retailer, since, due to the

advance payment of the pay-in-advance contracts, it is possible in cases where the

retailer signs up too large an interruptible load that the value of the interruptible

pay-in-advance contract is negative, while, on the other hand, the value is always

positive for the pay-as-you-go contracts. Our methodologycan be combined with

information on customer preferences regarding types of interruptible contracts to

decide the optimal design and mix of different contract types.

Other than valuing interruptible contracts, the structural model we have pre-

sented can be useful in the optimal asset allocation problemfor an electricity retailer

that can choose among generation plants, forward contracts, bilateral contracts, op-

tions, and interruptible contracts, as well as in the optimal design of new types of

contracts. We plan to explore these problems in future research.
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4.6 Appendicies

4.6.1 Notation

Temperature model

Tt: actual temperature on dayt

T̄t: average temperature for thet-th day in the year

∆T
t : difference between actual and average temperatures on dayt, ∆T

t = Tt − T̄t

ρT
1 : first order autocorrelation for temperature differences from the average tem-

perature

ρT
2 : second order autocorrelation for temperature differences from the average

temperature

σT
t : magnitude of temperature fluctuations on dayt

σT
(0): fixed term of temperature fluctuations

σT
(1): magnitude of seasonal term of temperature fluctuations

φ: day during the year on which temperature fluctuations are greatest

Load vs. Temperature Model

Lt: load at timet

αL: load intercept

βL: marginal expected increase of load per one degree Fahrenheit increase in tem-

perature

σL: magnitude of fluctuations in the load-temperature model
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Load vs. Price Model

βS,l: Marginal increase in expected spot price per unit increasein load in the low

demand regime

αS,l: intercept for the load-price relationship in the low demand regime

βS,h: Marginal increase in expected spot price per unit increasein load in the high

demand regime

αS,h: intercept for the load-price relationship in the high demand regime

σS: magnitude of fluctuations in the load-price relationship

Sb: supply level that marks the boundary between the low demandand the high

demand regimes.

Prices

Pt: spot electricity price at timet

pretail: fixed retail price, charged by the electricity retailer to its retail customers.

preduced: fixed retail price paid by customers that have signed a pay-in-advance

interruptible contract

pfine: fine per unit of interrupted load paid to the customers that have signed a

pay-as-you-go interruptible contract

pgen: unit cost per unit load available to the electricity retailer at a fixed price

Interruptible contracts

Ladvance, daily: maximum amount available for interruption under a pay-in-advance

contract, for one day
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Ladvance, yearly: total amount available for interruption under a pay-in-advance con-

tract for one year

Ladvance, remaining: total amount available for interruption, under a pay-in-advance

contract, for the remaining period,Ladvance, remaining≤ Ladvance, yearly

ladvance: interrupted load under a pay-in-advance contract, in a particular day,ladvance≤
Ladvance, daily

Lundercontract: Total daily load of customers under a pay-in-advance interruptible

contract

Lpago, daily: maximum amount available for interruption under a pay-as-you-go con-

tract for one day

Lpago, yearly: total amount available for interruption under a pay-as-you-go contract

for one year

Lpago, remaining: total amount available for interruption, under a pay-as-you-go con-

tract, for the remaining period,Lpago, remaining≤ Lpago, yearly

lpago: interrupted load under a pay-as-you-go contract, in a particular day,lpago ≤
Lpago, daily

Lgen: power available to the electricity retailer at a fixed price.

Competition

n: number of identical electricity retailers serving the same area.

π(i): profit function for theith retailer.

l(i): amount of load interrupted by theith retailer.

L
(i)
gen: power available to theith retailer at a fixed price.

l̄: the total amount of load that can be interrupted in a single day by all the retailers.

Lgen: the total power available to all the electricity retailersat a fixed price.
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4.6.2 Marginal Benefit of Interruption

In this appendix we calculate the marginal benefit from a unitof interruption in the

case with an unlimited annual volume of interruption remaining.

From Equation (4.4) we have that the net profit from interrupting amounts

ladvance, lpago from the pay-in-advance and the pay-as-you-go interruptible contracts

on dayt − 1, is given byE(∆πt), where:

∆πt(Lt, pspot,t, ladvance, lpago)

16
=(Lt − Lundercontract− lpago)pretail

+ (Lundercontract− ladvance)preduced

− Lgenpgen

− lpagopfine

− (Lt − ladvance− lpago− Lgen)pspot,t.

From this equation we have that the marginal cost of interrupting the pay-in-advance

interruptible contract is given bypreduced, while the marginal cost of interrupting the

pay-as-you-go interruptible contract is given bypretail + pfine. The marginal benefit

is the same for both types of contracts, and is given by:

∂

∂l
E ((Lt − l − Lgen)pspot) .

To calculate the marginal benefit, we define the function:

Benefit(y) = E (pspot(y + βLσT εT + σLεL − Lgen)) ,

where we have dropped thet subscript, setσT = σT
t , and whereyt is the expected

load on datet, after interruptionl,

yt = βL

(

T̄t + ∆̄T
t

)

+ αL − l,

where∆̄T
t is the expected temperature deviation from the historical average tem-
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perature on datet:

∆T
t = E(∆T

t ) = ρT
1 ∆T

t−1 + ρT
2 ∆T

t−1.

From Equations (4.3), (4.2), we have that:

pspot =βS,l (y + βLσT εT + σLεL + σSεS) + αS,l

+ Θ (y + βLσT εT + σLεL + σSεS − Sb)

× [(βS,h − βS,l) (y + βLσT εT + σLεL + σSεS) + αS,h − αS,l] ,

whereΘ is the step function, withΘ(x) = 0, if x ≤ 0, andΘ(x) = 1, if x > 0.

The benefit from interruption is then equal to:

Benefit(y) =(βS,ly + αS,l)(y − Lgen) + βS,l

(

β2
L(σT )2 + σ2

L

)

+ E [Θ (y + βLσT εT + σLεL + σSεS − Sb)

× ((βS,h − βS,l) (y + βLσLσT εT + σLεL + σSεS) + αS,h − αS,l)

× (y + βLσT εT + σLεL − Lgen)] ,

(4.10)

where we used that:

E
(

ε2
T

)

= E(ε2
L) = 1,

E(εT εL) = E(εT εS) = E(εLεS) = 0.
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Calculating the expected value in Equation (4.10) we have:

Benefit(y) =(βS,ly + αS,l)(y − Lgen) + βS,l

(

β2
Lσ2

T + σ2
L

)

+

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
dεT dεL

e−
ε2T +ε2L

2

2π

∫ ∞

−∞
dεS

e−
ε2S
2

√
2π

× Θ (y + βLσT εT + σLεL + σSεS − Sb)

× ((βS,h − βS,l) (y + βLσLσT εT + σLεL + σSεS) + αS,h − αS,l)

× (y + βLσT εT + σLεL − Lgen) ,

=(βS,ly + αS,l)(y − Lgen) + βS,l

(

β2
Lσ2

T + σ2
L

)

+

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
dεT dεL

e−
ε2T +ε2L

2

2π

× y + βLσT εT + σLεL − Lgen

2

×
[

√

2

π
e
− (y+βLσT εT +σLεL−Sb)

2

2σ2
S (βS,h − βS,l)σS

+ (αS,h − αS,l + (βS,h − βS,l) (y + βLσT εT + σLεL))

×
(

erf

(

y + βLσT εT + σLεL − Sb√
2σS

)

+ 1

)]

,

=I +
βS,h + βS,h

2

(

y(y − Lgen) + β2
Lσ2

T + σ2
L

)

+
αS,h + αS,l

2
(y − Lgen)

+
(βS,h − βS,l)σ

2
S ((y − Lgen)σ

2
S + (Sb − Lgen) (β2

Lσ2
T + σ2

L))
√

2π (σ2
S + σ2

L + β2
Lσ2

T )
3/2

× e
− (y−Sb)

2

2(σ2
S

+σ2
L

+β2
l

σ2
T ) ,

whereI is defined as:

I =

∫ ∞

−∞

(y − Lgen+ ε)

(

αS,h − αS,l

+(βS,h − βS,l)(y + ε)

)

erf
(

y−Sb+ε√
2σS

)

2
√

β2
Lσ2

T + σ2
L

e
− ε2

2(β2
L

σ2
T

+σ2
L)

√
2π

dε.
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This integral can be expressed in terms of the following functions:

f̄0(µ, σ) =

∫ ∞

−∞

e−
x2

2

√
2π

erf(µ + σx)dx, f0(µ) = f̄0(µ, 1),

f̄1(µ, σ) =

∫ ∞

−∞

e−
x2

2

√
2π

x erf(µ + σx)dx, f1(µ) = f̄1(µ, 1),

f̄2(µ, σ) =

∫ ∞

−∞

e−
x2

2

√
2π

x2 erf(µ + σx)dx, f2(µ) = f̄2(µ, 1) − f0(µ).

It can be shown that:

f̄0(µ, σ) = f0

(

√

3

2

µ
√

σ2 + 1/2

)

,

f̄1(µ, σ) =

√

3

2

σ2

√

σ2 + 1/2
f1

(

√

3

2

µ
√

σ2 + 1/2

)

,

f̄2(µ, σ) =
3

2

σ4

σ2 + 1/2
f2

(

√

3

2

µ
√

σ2 + 1/2

)

+ (σ2 + 1)f0

(

√

3

2

µ
√

σ2 + 1/2

)

.

In Table4.5 we approximate the functionsf0, f1, f2 pointwise by rational

functions of the absolute value of the argument. The approximation is of the form

fi (x) =







Pni
j=0 ai

j |x|
jPni

j=0 bi
j |x|

j sign(x) , if |x| < 7

1, otherwise
, i = 0, 1, 2, n0 = 7, n1 = n2 = 8

The coefficients were chosen using theMiniMaxApproximation function in

Mathematica and were found to be pointwise accurate with an error smaller than

10−7.
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Table 4.5: Approximation of the functionsf0, f1, f2

i j ai
j bi

j

0 0 3.1694680E − 08 1.0000000E + 00
0 1 6.5146886E − 01 −3.8168394E − 01
0 2 −2.4864378E − 01 2.1239734E − 01
0 3 6.5930468E − 02 −4.9218606E − 02
0 4 −4.3010262E − 03 1.3075845E − 02
0 5 1.8398374E − 04 −1.3997635E − 03
0 6 6.8124638E − 05 1.4880846E − 04
0 7 1.4816344E − 05 1.3044717E − 05
1 0 6.5146999E − 01 1.0000000E + 00
1 1 −3.8826942E − 01 −5.9599249E − 01
1 2 3.0697238E − 02 3.8049119E − 01
1 3 3.4874636E − 02 −1.4533331E − 01
1 4 −1.3650616E − 02 5.0873548E − 02
1 5 2.3832165E − 03 −1.2563172E − 02
1 6 −2.2830602E − 04 2.5248551E − 03
1 7 1.1699271E − 05 −3.1379021E − 04
1 8 −2.5225764E + 00 2.4213828E − 05
2 0 −2.9502545E − 09 1.0000000E + 00
2 1 −4.3431318E − 01 −5.2710566E − 01
2 2 2.2892650E − 01 3.4825716E − 01
2 3 −6.4638843E − 03 −1.2582758E − 01
2 4 −2.1729456E − 02 4.5417004E − 02
2 5 6.7240331E − 03 −1.1095136E − 02
2 6 −9.2026844E − 04 2.3693399E − 03
2 7 6.2239652E − 05 −3.0583503E − 04
2 8 −1.6976963E − 06 2.7110737E − 05
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Combining all the previous formulas, we have:

Benefit(y) =
βS,h + βS,h

2

(

y(y − Lgen) + β2
Lσ2

T + σ2
L

)

+
αS,h + αS,l

2
(y − Lgen)

+
(βS,h − βS,l)σ

2
S ((y − Lgen)σ

2
S + (Sb − Lgen) (β2

Lσ2
T + σ2

L))
√

2π (σ2
S + σ2

L + β2
Lσ2

T )
3/2

× e
− (y−Sb)

2

2(σ2
S

+σ2
L

+β2
l

σ2
T )

+
1

2

(

(βS,h − βS,l) (y(y − Lgen) + β2
Lσ2

T + σ2
L)

+(αS,h − αS,l)(y − Lgen)

)

× f0

(

√

3

2
y − Sb

√

σ2
S + σ2

L + β2
Lσ2

T

)

+

√

3

8

(αS,h − αS,l + (βS,h − βS,l)(2y − Lgen)) (β2
Lσ2

T + σ2
L)

√

σ2
S + σ2

L + β2
Lσ2

T

× f1

(

√

3

2
y − Sb

√

σ2
S + σ2

L + β2
Lσ2

T

)

+
3

4

(βS,h − βS,l) (β2
Lσ2

T + σ2
L)

2

σ2
S + σ2

L + β2
Lσ2

T

× f2

(

√

3

2
y − Sb

√

σ2
S + σ2

L + β2
Lσ2

T

)

.

To calculate the marginal benefit, we need to differentiate the above expres-

sion with respect to the interruption amount. The final answer can be calculated in

closed form, using the following formulas:

df0(µ)

dµ
=

2e−µ2/3

√
3π

,

df1(µ)

dµ
= −4e−µ2/3µ

3
√

3π
,

df2(µ)

dµ
=

4e−µ2/3 (2µ2 − 3)

9
√

3π
.
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4.6.3 Marginal Benefit of Interruption in the Duopoly Case

To solve Equation4.9, we introduce the function

Benefit(i)(n, l∗, l(i)) = E





pspot(n, l∗, l(i))

×
(

βL(T̄+∆̄T )+αL+βLσT εT +σLεL

n
− L

(i)
gen− l(i)

)



 ,

where we have dropped thet subscript, setσT = σT
t , and wherē∆T is the expected

temperature deviation from the historical average temperature on datet:

∆̄T = E(∆T
t ) = ρT

1 ∆T
t−1 + ρT

2 ∆T
t−1.

The spot price depends on the amount of interruption, and, given the inter-

ruption of loadl∗ for each electricity retailer other than retaileri, and of loadl(i) for

retaileri, and is given by:

pspot(n, l∗, l(i)) = βS,l

(

βL

(

T̄ + ∆̄T
)

+ αL − (n − 1)l∗ − l(i)

+βLσT εT + σLεL + σSεS

)

+ αS,l

+ Θ
(

βL

(

T̄ + ∆̄T
)

+ αL − (n − 1)l∗ − l(i) + βLσT εT + σLεL + σSεS − Sb

)

×
[

(βS,h − βS,l)

(

βL

(

T̄ + ∆̄T
)

+ αL − (n − 1)l∗

−l(i) + βLσT εT + σLεL + σSεS

)

+ αS,h − αS,l

]

,

whereΘ is the step function, withΘ(x) = 0, if x ≤ 0, andΘ(x) = 1, if x > 0.

Settingy = βL

(

T̄ + ∆̄T
)

+ αL; i.e., equal to the expected load without any

interruption, the benefit from interruption is equal to:
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Benefit(i)(n, l∗, l(i)) =
βS,l

n

(

β2
Lσ2

T + σ2
L

)

+
(

βS,l

(

y − (n − 1)l∗ − l(i)
)

+ αS,l

)

×
(y

n
− L(i)

gen− l(i)
)

+ E
[

Θ
(

y − (n − 1)l∗ − l(i) + βLσT εT + σLεL + σSεS − Sb

)

×
(

(βS,h − βS,l)

(

y − (n − 1)l∗ − l(i)

+βLσT εT + σLεL + σSεS

)

+ αS,h − αS,l

)

×
(

y

n
+

1

n
(βLσT εT + σLεL) − L(i)

gen− l(i)
)]

, (4.11)

where we used that:

E
(

ε2
T

)

= E(ε2
L) = 1,

E(εT εL) = E(εT εS) = E(εLεS) = 0.

Calculating the expected value in Equation (4.11) can be done in a way similar to

Appendix4.6.2. The total benefit, to all of the retailers, is given by:

nBenefit(i)
(

n, l∗, l(i)
)

=βS,l

(

β2
Lσ2

T + σ2
L

)

+
(

βS,l

(

y − (n − 1)l∗ − l(i)
)

+ αS,l

)

×
(

y − nL(i)
gen− nl(i)

)

+ E
[

Θ
(

y − (n − 1)l∗ − l(i) + βLσT εT + σLεL + σSεS − Sb

)

×







(βS,h − βS,l)

(

y − (n − 1)l∗ − l(i)

+βLσT εT + σLεL + σSεS

)

+αS,h − αS,l







×
(

y + βLσT εT + σLεL − nL(i)
gen− nl(i)

)]

We define the expected load after interruption by all the retailers,

x = y − (n − 1)l∗ − l(i)
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Then, Equation (4.11), becomes identical to Equation (4.10) from Appendix4.6.2,

under the transformation

Benefit(x) = nBenefit(n, l∗, l(i))

Lgen = nL(i)
gen + (n − 1)

(

l(i) − l∗
)

where the Benefit function and the variableLgen on the left hand side correspond

to the definitions in Appendix4.6.2, while the Benefit function and the variables

n, l∗, L
(i)
gen, l(i) on the right hand side correspond to the definitions in this Appendix.

The calculation of the expected value, as well as its derivatives proceeds

similar to the calculation in Appendix4.6.2.

4.6.4 Description of the Numerical Algorithm

The value function for either pay-in-advance or pay-as-you-go contracts solves the

maximization problem defined in Equation (4.5), which we simplify here to:

πt(∆
T
t , ∆T

t−1, Lremaining)

=β max
0≤l≤min(Ldaily,Lremaining)

{

E [∆π (Lt+1, pspot,t+1, l)| Ft]

+E
[

πt+1

(

∆T
t+1, ∆

T
t , Lremaining− l

)∣

∣Ft

]

}

In this equation,Lremaining is eitherLadvance, remainingor Lpago, remaining, depending on

whether we are considering a pay-in-advance or a pay-as-you-go contract. For a

pay-in-advance contract,Lpago, remaining = 0, while for a pay-as-you-go contract,

Ladvance, remaining= 0. The first term in the maximization on the right hand side, in

the case of pay-in-advance contracts, can be rewritten as

E [∆π (Lt+1, pspot,t+1, l)| Ft]

16
= Lundercontractpreduced−Lgenpgen−l preduced−Benefit(yt+1)
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and, in the case of pay-as-you-go contracts, can be written as:

E [∆π (Lt+1, pspot,t+1, l)| Ft]

16

= pretailE [Lt+1| Ft] − Lundercontractpretail − Lgenpgen

− l (pfine + pretail) − Benefit(yt+1)

=
(

βL

(

T̄t+1 + ∆̄T
t+1

)

+ αL − Lundercontract

)

pretail − Lgenpgen

− l (pfine + pretail) − Benefit(yt+1) ,

where the Benefit function is defined in Appendix4.6.2andyt+1 is the expected

load on datet+1, after interruptionl, yt+1 = βL

(

T̄t+1 + ∆̄T
t+1

)

+αL− l. Dropping

constant terms (independent ofl) we can see that the optimization problem for the

pay-in-advance contract is similar to the problem for the pay-as-you-go contract.

The algorithm for calculating the value function is the following:

• We set the value function on the terminal date equal to zero

πtfinal = 0

• On the date immediately prior to the terminal date, we discretize the state

space (∆T
tfinal−1, ∆T

tfinal−2, Lremaining), to anNT × NT × NL grid, where both

∆T
tfinal−1 and∆T

tfinal−2 varies between−DT andDT and Lremaining varies be-

tween0 and Lyearly. For each point on the grid, we solve the constrained

optimization problem:

πtfinal−1 = β max
0≤l≤min(Ldaily,Lremaining)

{E [∆π (Lt+1, pspot,t+1, l)| Ft]}

The number of one-dimensional constrained optimization problems that are

solved is equal to the number of points on the grid,NT × NT × NL.

• On every datet < tfinal−1, we computeπt

(

∆T
t , ∆T

t−1, Lremaining

)

on the same

NT × NT × NL grid as in the previous step. For each grid point in the
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state space(∆T
t , ∆T

t−1, Lremaining), we need to solve a constrained optimiza-

tion problem. We express:

E
[

πt+1

(

∆T
t+1, ∆

T
t , Lremaining− l

)∣

∣Ft

]

= E
[

πt+1

(

ρT
1 ∆T

t + ρT
2 ∆T

t−1 + σT
t+1ε

T , ∆T
t , Lremaining− l

)]

Since we only knowπt+1 on the grid points, we need to perform several

interpolations.

– We interpolateπt+1 along the∆T
t+1 direction using cubic splines with

natural boundary conditions,

πt+1

(

·, ∆T
t , Lremaining

)

→ f (x)

for each point in the(∆T
t , Lremaining) directions. This step results in the

calculation ofNT × NL cubic splines overNT points.

– For each grid point at timet, (∆T
t , ∆T

t−1, Lremaining, we calculate the value

of E
[

πt+1

(

ρT
1 ∆T

t + ρT
2 ∆T

t−1 + σT
t+1ε

T , ∆T
t , Lremaining

)]

by performing the

one-dimensional integration

E
[

πt+1

(

ρT
1 ∆T

t + ρT
2 ∆T

t−1 + σT
t+1ε

T , ∆T
t , Lremaining

)]

=

∫ ∞

−∞

dε e−
ε2

2

√
2π

f
(

ρT
1 ∆T

t + ρT
2 ∆T

t−1 + σT
t+1ε

)

This step results inNT × NT × NL one dimensional integrations.

– We define the value of a functiong at timet as

g
(

∆T
t , ∆T

t−1, Lremaining

)

= E
[

πt+1

(

ρT
1 ∆T

t + ρT
2 ∆T

t−1 + σT
t+1ε

T , ∆T
t , Lremaining

)]

From the previous steps, we have already calculated the value of the

function g on all the grid points at timet. For the case of the pay-in-
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advance contract, the value function at timet is given by

πt

(

∆T
t , ∆T

t−1, Lremaining

)

= 16β (Lundercontractpreduced− Lgenpgen)

+ β max
0≤l≤min(Ldaily,Lremaining)

(

g
(

∆T
t , ∆T

t−1, Lremaining− l
)

−16l preduced− 16Benefit(yt+1)

)

The case of the pay-as-you-go contract is similar.

– For each grid point at timet, in the(∆T
t , ∆T

t−1) directions, we find an

interpolating cubic spline with natural boundary conditions for

g
(

∆T
t , ∆T

t−1, ·
)

→ h (x)

This step results in the calculation of an additionalNT × NT cubic

splines overNL points.

– For each grid point at timet, (∆T
t , ∆T

t−1, Lremaining), we calculate the

value functionπt by solving the constrained maximization problem

max
0≤l≤min(Ldaily,Lremaining)

(h (Lremaining− l) − 16l preduced− 16Benefit(yt+1))

This step results in an additionalNT × NT × NL one dimensional con-

strained optimization problems.

• We repeat the previous step untilt = 0.

Overall, to find the optimal policy at timet, we calculateNT × NL cubic

splines overNT points andNT × NT cubic splines overNL points, as well as

NT × NT × NL one dimensional integrals, and solveNT × NT × NL constrained

maximizations.

To estimate the accuracy of the approximations, once we havethe optimal

interruption policy from the dynamic programming algorithm, we perform Monte-

Carlo simulation following the prescribed interruption policy. We can get a measure
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of the accuracy of the interpolations by comparing the estimate of the value function

calculated from the Monte-Carlo simulation and the value function calculated from

dynamic programming. In all the results we report, the valueof the value function

calculated from dynamic programming was within two standard errors of the mean

of the average value of the value function calculated by Monte-Carlo simulation.

As noted in the text, in our numerical experiments we tookNT = 21, NL =

20, DT = 10. The algorithm was programmed in C using the GNU Scientific

Library for interpolations, integrations and maximizations. Running on an 1.7 GHz

Pentium 4 processor, the program computes the value of a 90 day contract in 90

seconds and performs 10,000 Monte Carlo simulations in 3 seconds.
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